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WASHINGTON As FEMA upgrades
EAS installations at some radio stations
and state emergency operations centers, it
Martiii' Steed at asitê. overlooking
plans abig change in its testing procedure.
The change can't come too soon for
*Ifii. 11
:2
station engineers, who say what happened
Citadel added ABC's 14 FM and eight in Illinois recently poinis up weaknesses
Director of Engineering
AM radio stations in nine major markets of the Emergency Alert System.
Martin Stabbert is
In the future, FEMA said it will coordiplus the ABC Radio Networks for $2.7
billion. Disney's ESPN Radio and the nate with state and local emergency manFocused on Gear
Radio Disney Network were not included agement offices — and broadcasters —
any background or closed system testing
Budget, Staffing Needs
in the transaction.
With 179 FMs and 66 AMs in 50 mar- of its new satellite distribution system
kets now under his oversight, Martin using alive event code for the Emergency
by Randy J. Stine
Stabbert, director of engineering for Alert System.
An audible message indicating the purCitadel,
is looking at the technical needs
RENO, Nev. Citadel is going through
pose of the test will be relayed as well.
of the combined entity.
an introspective postmerger phase; and
These changes were put in place
Many analysts agree the merger is a
its technical department is focused on
because
of a mistake in June. The
good
fit;
Citadel
and
ABC
Radio
shared
no
what it will take to integrate 22 large markets. But the challenge will be integrat- encoders/decoders at many stations, most
market facilities and aradio network into
ing largemarket ABC properties, includ- of them in Illinois, receieed and automatiwhat becomes the third-largest U.S. radio
See EAS page 6
See CITADEL page 8
group by station count.
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SCMS Acquires
Harris' Radio
Vendor Business
MASON, Ohio Harris Broadcast
has sold its third-party product resale
business
to
Southern
Coastal
Marketing Service ( SCMS).
SCMS, headed by Bob Cauthen, is
privately held and based in Pineville,
N.C. Harris Broadcast is in Mason,
Ohio, and is part of a larger publicly
held corporation. Financial details of

NEWSWATCH•
the deal were not released.
Cauthen said SCMS hired two
Harris employees and purchased its
third-party equipment inventory.
The Harris dealer sales business was
the descendant of the company once
familiar to many in the industry as
Allied Broadcast.
The dealer resale business was separate from Harris' core manufacturing
of transmitters, consoles and other
hardware, which was not affected by
this announcement.
Separately, Harris announced a
"channel partner initiative" that
includes 10 U.S. and three Canadian
companies, including dealers, distribu-

tors and systems integrators. The company hopes the move will help it
extend its reach into small- and midsized markets.
The
companies
are
Balsys
Technology Group of Winter Garden,
Fla.; Broadcast Connection, offices in
Colorado, Illinois and Indiana;
Broadcast Technical Associates in
Kansas; Calhoun Communications in
Iowa; Digital Radio Engineering in
New York; Giesler Broadcasting
Supply in Texas; TechNet Associates
in New Hampshire; Technical Services
Group in Louisiana; and WPS in
Maryland.
Canadian
partners
are
BCB

Electronics Sales Ltd., RyA Canada
Limited, and BSE (Broadcast Systems
& Equiptrient).

Brazil Could Reduce
Tax on Imported
HD-R Gear
BRASILIA Brazil's Minister of
Communicat-ions says that country
could adopt HD Radio by September
and allow transmissions at the beginning of 2008.
That's according to a report from
Tela Viva, a Brazilian news outlet that
focuses on television. According to the
report, Minister of Communications
Hélio Costa indicated that Brazil likely
will adopt a hybrid of IBOC for AM
and FM and Digital Radio Mondiale
for shortwave.
However, in June at aconference on
digital radio, Costa stated that no decision had yet been made. "The project is
fundamental for the growth and integration of Brazil," Costa said in a
statement on his Web site. " We are
seeking support and financing, in the
same manner we approached digital
television."
In the same statement, Costa noted
that Ibiquity had agreed to waive royalties for Brazilian broadcasters to operate HD Radio.
Tela Viva also reported the Brazilian
government has approved a reduction
of import taxes on digital television
transmission equipment from 12 percent to zero. The reduction only
See NEWSWATCH, page 3
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Emergency Signal Product Elusive
ADiCorp Still Trying to Get
Ambulance, Fire, Police Alert to Drivers
by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON At least one company
is trying to keep alive the concept of alerting drivers about approaching emergency
vehicles through their car radios.
Some broadcasters, however, doubt the
concept is feasible.
Alert Devices International Corp.,
which is leading efforts to establish an
Emergency Vehicle Signaling Service, has
changed RF engineering firms, amove the
company hopes will improve chances of
having the technology approved by the
FCC for use in this country.
AdiCorp first petitioned the FCC in
2003; it vows to move forward with plans
to re-submit aproposal to the commission
for approval of its Vehicle Alert
Transmitter — formerly called Radio Alert
Transmitter — even as several other companies appear to have ceased developing
the technology.
EVSS involves the installation of alowpower transmitter in public safety vehicles,
which transmits a message directly to
motorists through their AM or FM car
radios that are already in use warning of an
approaching emergency vehicle. The trans-

missions typically have arange of up to
1,000 feet and broadcast at 15 mW to 45
mW, based on the speed of the public safety vehicle.

alma

„ _emu

The redesigned Vehicle Alert
Transmitter from ADiCoro, Model # 582.
Low-power transmuter
Proponents believe the de‘ ices can save
lives by reducing motorist crashes with
emergency vehicles, as RW has reported.
Opponents of EVSS say they are worried over the potential interference from
the device to terrestrial radio stations and
described as "flawed" ADiCorp's request
to create such a service, no matter how

good the perceived result.
ADiCorp petitioned the FCC proposing
to create aPart 90 EVSS to allow emergency vehicle warnings via AM and FM
broadcast spectrum. It asked the FCC in
2004 to dismiss its rulemaking request
after several organizations, including NAB
and SBE, opposed the premise and pointed
out concerns about potential blanket transmissions on AM and FM broadcast channels and potential interference with
Emergency Alert System messages.
ADiCorp has now hired RF design and
manufacturing
company
Protium
Technologies Inc. of Northborough, Mass.,
to do additional RF design work and develop future generations of its Vehicle Alert
Transmitter.
"To get the job done we needed to make
achange. Protium does alot of government work and has the capability on the
digital side to get this done," said Tom
Macone, aformer police officer, who is
president of ADiCorp's emergency alerting
division.
Atlantic Quality Design handled the
original RF design work, said Macone
"They did afine job for us, but to get to the
next level, we needed to change?'
ADiCorp and two other companies,
Safety Cast Corp. and AlertCast
Communications LLC, have worked indeSee ADICORP, page 5 I>
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applies to goods that do not have
domestically produced counterparts.
The
Executive
Management
Committee of the Chamber of Exterior
Commerce approved the two-year tariff reduction, which may be extended.
A
spokesman
for
Broadcast
Electronics told Radio World the break
would also apply to digital radio
equipment.
The tax reduction has several layers
of government approval yet to go to
become final, he said.

The deal, which runs until the end
of 2011, includes all Clear Channel
stations in markets Arbitron has converted or plans to convert to the PPM
ratings methodology by year-end
2010.
The agreement also extends until
2011 the current contract for diarybased radio ratings in markets covered
by the deal that have not been converted to PPM radio ratings before the end
of 2008. The current diary agreement
with Clear Channel also expires in
2008.
MediaAudit/Ipsos, meanwhile, said
it is still committed to a comparison
test, pitting its smart phone technology
against the PPM.

Arbitron, CCR

Swiss HD Radio

News watch
Continued from page 2

Concur on PPM
Clear Channel Radio has agreed to
use the Arbitron Portable People
Meter audience ratings system in 46
markets. Clear Channel is Arbitron's
largest radio ratings subscriber and
represented about 19 percent of
Arbitron revenue in 2006.

and topographical conditions," according to proponents. An HD Radio field
trial, underway in Switzerland since
2006, is entering a second phase that
will include using an IBOC translator
for the Lucerne region.
Markus Ruoss heads up the Swiss
field trial; he's the majority shareholder in Radio Sunshine and owner of
Ruoss AG, an electronic media- consulting firm.
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FCC Reviews
Merger Ban

WASHINGTON
The FCC may
waive, change or drop its rule prohibiting satellite radio companies from
merging and is asking for public comment on the issue.
In a Notice of Proposed Rule
ROTKREUZ, Switzerland The
companies conducting a field trial of Making, the commission noted that in
HD Radio in Switzerland are testing a 1997 the language authorizing satellite
radio stated that one licensee "will not
BMW equipped to receive IBOC, DRM
be permitted to acquire control" of the
and FM analog signals.
other "to help ensure sufficient continThe HD Radio signals are broadcast
uing competition" in the satellite digifrom a transmitter in central
tal radio space.
Switzerland, delivering " surprisingly
See NEWSWATCH, page 5
good results under difficult frequency
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Radio World Finds aNew Home
As Alan Cohen put it, "in movement
there is life, and in change there is power."
Change is taking place at Radio World.
Look at the last inside page of this issue
and you'll find a new name in place of
IMAS Publishing.
On July 5, RW and its younger siblings — broadcast and professional audio
trade publications including TV
Technology, Pro Audio Review and
Audio Media — were acquired by
NewBay Media, part of the Wicks Group
of Companies, aNew York-based private
equity firm.
Leading brand
This announcement marks the departure of Steve Dana, the driver of our
newspaper for three decades and, more
than any other person, the man responsible for launching what has become a
competitive radio technical trade publishing industry.
Dana founded Industrial Marketing
Advisory Services in the 1970s, originally with the goal of creating acomputer- based electronic industry marketplace.
Talk about being ahead of his time.
This concept didn't pan out; the era of
personal computers and consumer online
access was too far in the future. But
IMAS quickly moved in another, more
fruitful direction.
Dana, then a 29- year- old entrepreneur, saw an opportunity to start apublication aimed specifically at technical
professionals in the U.S. radio broadcast
market. The idea came from one of the
few early IMAS customers for computer
services.
The client "suggested a publication
rather than a computer service," Dana
told me in a 2001 article noting IMAS'
silver anniversary. "Why radio? Because
radio station technical people felt disenfranchised by the existing publications at
that time, which were largely focused on
TV matters, not radio.
"Chief engineers were the target readers and they needed a voice. RW filled
that niche, and still does today, though in

an expanded manner."
Radio World's "godparents" — advisers Steve named his Audio Mafia —
included people like Hary Rees, Bill
Sacks and Mark Durenberger. RW's first
big story was the debate over the First
Phone license; coverage of that issue
helped build tremendous readership. Ad
support from Roy Ridge and Allied
Broadcast was a big early boost, Dana
said.
In the years ensuing, Dana built the
IMAS line card up from a publication
covering one sector of broadcasting into a
family that reached into video and professional audio, and which stretched — via
print and online — into numerous other

NewBay Media CEO Steve Palm
countries and markets.
The success of RW spawned competitors and imitators but the Radio World
name remains the leading and most
familiar brand in aniche that Steve literally created. If you are aradio engineer
and feel you have awealth of trade information available to you from IMAS and
elsewhere, Steve Dana is abig reason.
Wonderful fit'
Given his long and prominent role in
radio and the intense loyalty of our readers and advertisers, our ownership change
will be scrutinized even more closely
than it might otherwise.

Market Monitoring
Made Easy

Steve never hid that he planned to exit
when it was time for him to retire; and
our staff has known for some months that
achange was coming.
IMAS is a healthy and prosperous
company. Iknew it would be attractive
when it was offered for sale eventually.
Our managers did agood job of keeping
staff informed during the time the company was on the market; and we knew in
the spring that several potential buyers
had come forward and one selected,
though we didn't know the name.
As in any pending company sale,
employees have wondered what might
come of this sale and who our new bosses would be. When Ilearned the outcome, Iwas relieved and excited for
RW, which Ithink plugs right into
NewBay's offerings like a tight- fitting
XLR connector.
NewBay itself is a quickly evolving
part of Wicks. Just last fall it had
acquired CMP's 14 magazines, among
other assets, from United Business
Media.
So Radio World now is part of afamily that includes Pro Sound News, Guitar
Player, Bass Player, Systems Contractor
News, Keyboard, EQ, Residential
Systems, Rental & Staging Systems,
Videography, DV, Government Video,
Television
Broadcast,
Digital
Cinematography,
Technology &
Learning, DV Expo and Government
Video Technology Expo. The company
reaches 3million professional and enthusiast readers monthly.
In the IMAS transaction, NewBay
Media picks up the IMAS brands, publications and Web sites. That includes
Radio World, Radio World Engineering
Extra, Radio World International, Radio
World Francophone, Radio World Latin
America,
TV
Technology,
TV
Technology Europe, TV Technology
Latin America, TV Technology Asia
Pacific, Pro Audio Review, Audio Media
and Broadcast & Production Italy. The
sale also includes the contracts for the
official show dailies for NAB and NRB.
Our new CEO Steve Palm calls IMAS
and NewBay a "wonderful fit" and said

From th e
Edit or

Paul J. McLane
the move adds depth and breadth to
NewBay's pro audio and video divisions. Imet with the new CEO before
the sale and interviewed him by phone
after the announcement. Iwas pleased
by his enthusiasm and interest.
"IMAS is the No. 1player in the radio
and TV broadcast space; that was very
attractive to us," Palm told me. He sees
NewBay as a mid- sized publisher with
the breadth and depth to thrive in this sort
of market but small enough to be able to
react and take on opportunities.
"I think IMAS is similar in terms of
its culture. It's an aggressive entrepreneurial organization with some scale," a
company that achieved a lot given the
resources it had. NewBay, he indicated,
will bring further resources to bear.
"Radio World is agreat publication. It
obviously has the support of readers and
advertisers as well as partners. When
you have that sort of situation — where
everybody reads the publication, from
the users to the manufacturers, to the
retailers, the advertisers, regulators,
everybody — that's nirvana to me.
-RW is such a dominant publication
in the space (so) our feeling is, how do
we enhance it, grow it and not lose what
makes it special?"
Palm is interested in enhancing RW's
online offerings and possibly exploring
more involvement with events, two areas
in which NewBay has significant investments elsewhere. But he remains a
believer in the value of the print medium
and says the majority of decision-makers
continue to make decisions based on
See NEWBAY, page 12
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ADiCorp
Continued from page 3

pendently on developing EVSS technology.
Efforts to reach Safety Cast and AlertCast
Communications officials for comment for
this story were unsuccessful. The last
known working phone numbers for both
companies are no longer in service.
Others interested
Macone said ADiCorp has spent more
than $ 1million developing the technology
and has listened to numerous venture capitalist firms interested in investing in the
company.
"We could sell and manufacture our
product right now and sell it offshore.
We've even been approached by the United
State military about using it for certain
applications. But we want to do this right
and have the FCC approve its use here
first. We were abit naïve when we tried to
launch this originally. Now Ithink we are
much better prepared?' Macone said.
ADiCorp officials say they've addressed
the concerns of opponents and made
improvements to their Vehicle Alert
Transmitter, which would initially sell for
approximately $ 1,000, if approved.
"I believe NAB now realizes that we are
not out to block the entire dial for minutes
at atime. There is minimal interference for
amatter of seconds. These are short-range,
short- time transmissions?' Macone said.

News watch
Continued from page 3

XM and Sirius told the commission
in filed comments the language is a
policy statement, not a binding commission rule, because it was never codified in the Code of Federal
Regulations. They want the rule to be
waived, changed or eliminated.
The FCC is asking whether doing
those things would serve the public
interest.
"NAB is pleased the FCC is asking
tough questions about this proposed
government sanctioned monopoly,"
said NAB Executive Vice President
Dennis Wharton in astatement. "We're
hopeful that in the final analysis, regulators will conclude that competition
serves consumers better than amonopoly, particularly when XM and Sirius
have said repeatedly that they are not
failing businesses."
Comments to MB Docket No. 07-57
are due to the FCC 30 days after the
notice is published in the Federal
Register.

News Roundup
FILING PROCEDURES CHANGED:
Come late September, there will be no
filing at the FCC by fax or e-mail. It is
doing away with procedures it adopted
in 2001 to allow electronic filing of certain pleadings after an anthrax scare on
Capitol Hill and some U.S. Postal
Service processing facilities disrupted
mail delivery. The agency now has steps
in place to guard against contamination
from mail that's been tampered with.
COMMSCOPE will acquire Andrew
Corp. in a deal the companies say is

radioworld.com
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The company's EVSS system no longer
blankets the entire AM and FM band in a
market, but instead selects only the most
powerful 12 to 18 stations in the immediate
area and broadcasts alerts only on those
frequencies, he explained.
Macone said opponent's fears of EVSS
transmissions "talking over" EAS messages are unfounded. According to the
ADiCorp 2003 FCC filing: "To ensure that
EVSS does not interfere with the public's
reception of EAS messages, we recommend each EVSS transmitter monitor primary EAS stations in the market for the
EAS attention signal, to turn off [the EVSS
unit] upon its receipt and remain off for the
duration of the EAS transmission."
In addition, ADiCorp says its Vehicle
Alert Transmitter now uses GPS to determine the speed-to-power ratio necessary to
regulate the broadcast strength of the signal
from the public safety vehicle and in turn,
adriver's radio.
Plans to re-submit concept
"Thus it transmits at ahigher power
(when the public safety vehicle) is at speed
on the freeway compared to blasting the
signal out while cruising down aside street
at aslower speed," he said. "So the unit is
now areceiver, transmitter and GPS unit."
Macone says his company's development of EVSS has been mired in design
changes and regulatory issues. Despite
promises since 2005 to re-file its petition
with the FCC, it has yet to do so.
"We are headed to re-submitting our
worth about $2.6 billion. CommScope
will acquire the outstanding shares of
Andrew for $ 15 per share, at least 90
percent in cash. The companies expect
the deal to close by year-end.

I Radio World

new proposal by ADiCorp, it is unlikely
that they could solve the defects in their
Emergency Vehicle Signaling Service as
long as they continued to make the system
effectively ajammer.
"SBE believes EVSS might be feasible
if adedicated land mobile frequency was
set aside for that purpose and if autos were
We want to do this
equipped with areceiver that would monitor for such transmissions. That would
right and have the
require aseparate FCC rulemaking, to say
nothing of the many years it would take
FCC approve its use
before most autos on the roadways were
equipped with such amonitoring system."
here first.
Others who are familiar with the EVSS
technology say it's likely the cost to equip
new vehicles with a receiver set on a
— Tom Macone,
unique frequency would be prohibitive.
In conclusion, Ericksen stated, "Idon't
ADiCorp
see how aresurrection of any EVSS that
attempts to use AM and FM broadcast
channels would make sense."
2003, are still skeptical.
Despite using analog AM and FM
Asked about the issue recently, NAB
broadcast bands, Macone admits that
Spokesman Dennis Wharton said, "We
ADiCorp doesn't have asystem to reach
have not been contacted by ADiCorp in
every motorized vehicle on the road, what
regards to the latest developments. If and
with HD Radio, satellite radio and other
when we are we will address the issue
audio devices being played in vehicle.
again at that time. We remain dedicated to
EVSS only works with analog AM and
preserving spectrum integrity."
FM radio.
SBE in its FCC comments called
"We know we can't reach everyone.
ADiCorp's plan "deeply and fundamentalHowever, we are looking at HD Radio and
ly flawed" and "paradoxical?'
how to become compatible?' he said.
Dane Ericksen, chair of SBE's FCC
An FCC spokesman said the commisLiaison Committee and partly responsible
sion is prepared for ADiCorp to reintrofor drafting SBE's comments on
ADiCorp's filing, said in June, "While I duce its EVSS proposal and declined furam always willing to listen to, or read, a ther comment. e

proposal for rulemaking with the FCC,"
Macone said. "We would like to meet with
NAB in advance to show them the
improvements."
NAB and SBE, both of which posted
rebukes in comments with the FCC in

ASTER. COOLER.
SMALLER. F
The only thing we didn't
change is the price.

FAIRNESS DOCTRINE: The
House on June 28 smacked down an
attempt to revive the Fairness
Doctrine. By a 309 to 115 vote,
lawmakers voted to prohibit the FCC
from requiring stations to balance
conservative content with liberal
programming, or vice versa, The Hill
reported.
LOCALISM HEARING: Broadcasters, citizens and civic groups
provided differing views on how
broadcasters are fulfilling their public
service obligations in the FCC's public
hearing on localism, held in Portland,
Maine, in late June.
WEBCAST PROTEST: Thousands
of Webcasters silenced their streams
for a day in late June to protest
expected increases in Internet music
royalty fees. It was organized by the
SaveNetRadio Coalition comprising
Webcasters, listeners and artists
lobbying for Congress to reject the
royalty increase, due to go into
effect July 16. The RIAA and music
publishers say the increase is overdue
and some streamers pay no royalties.

Our new 6500 series cards give you greater functionality at the same great
price point. They're lead-free and RoHS compliant, too. With powerful

SOUNDEXCHANGE, which represents music labels in a dispute over
Internet radio royalties, proposed capping the royalty fee at $2,500 per service. New regulations due to go into
effect July 16 require each Webcaster
to pay a minimum $ 500 fee "per station or channel" regardless of the overall number of stations/channels
streamed.
The
Digital
Media
Association said the offer didn't go far
enough.
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FEMA is using acontractor to install
the EAS satellite distribution receivers.
The agency was testing whether a
presidential alert message could be transContinued from page 1
mitted to specific receivers in different
cally relayed to other stations for broadparts of the country. Two stations, one in
cast a national alert not meant for the
Cleveland and another in Richmond, Va.,
public. What was supposed to be a were used to measure any difference in
closed-circuit test of a 10-minute presidata quality or time delays over the sateldential alert message from FEMA was
lite distribution network.
broadcast to hundreds of stations. Some
Those tests were successful, FEMA
engineering sources believe the total
spokesman James McIntyre told Radio
number affected was about 500.
World.
The error occurred as FEMA is
But that test went far beyond those
upgrading EAS equipment by installing a markets.
satellite-based distribution network in the
In Illinois, the contractor, which
50 states to provide redundancy for
FEMA declined to identify, installed the
broadcast radio and TV stations to relay
new EAS satellite distribution receiver,
emergency messages. The upgrade is part
connected the unit to the state EAS distriof system improvements at the behest of bution system and left it on in late June at
the White House, reported here earlier.
the Springfield operations center of the

EAS

Illinois Emergency Management Agency.
FEMA said the contractor was told to
turn off the receivers after local testing,
but did not. The Illinois state EAS distribution system was left in "automatic"
mode, according to the federal agency.
The improperly installed equipment
"basically created an open loop. That system was not supposed to be online," said
McIntyre.
FEMA personnel performing the test
on June 26 did not know any of this when
they conducted the Emergency Activation
Notification tests.
EAN is an event code used by EAS to
signify afederal activation of the system;
indeed, many stations that received the
errant test said the header message said
the message came from the District of
Columbia. An EAN is reserved solely for
the president.

"I saved time and money with Logitek consoles."

"When we started shopping for new consoles at WUSF, my
first step was to ask my peers what they thought. Iposted a
question on Pubtech saying Iwas thinking about switching to
arouting system console, and asked for recommendations.
The majority of responses led us to Logitek.

Mike O'Shea, Chief Engineer
WUSF, Tampa Florida

We have purchased several Logitek consoles over the past
few years, and are amazed at how much console we get for
the price. Irecently bought two consoles plus arouter for
less than Ipaid in 1989 for two analog consoles. When you
consider what the 1989 costs represent in today's dollars, the
cost savings are incredible and there's no comparison for the
flexibility we have today.
Even better is the support we get from Logitek. When Icall

Logitek
Console Router Systems
Logilek Be:tonic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edema • %Eton, TX T7061
Te Free n131-5870 • let (713) 664-4470
irio@logielourio.com

them with aquestion, the answer comes back right away. It's
obvious to me that Logitek has aphilosophy that the sale can
never be complete without on-going responsive tech support.
When upgrading your studios, do your homework and ask
your peers for their recommendations. My research led to
Logitek, and I've been completely satisfied."

Learn how you can save time and money at
www.logitekaudio.com.
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FEMA said it notified Illinois about a
week before it tested the national alert
system at two stations in Richmond and
Cleveland. IEMA Director Andrew
Velasquez said in astatement that IEMA
had no advance warning of the test.
Engineers told RW their programming
was taken over for 10 minutes, starting at
7:30 a.m. to about 8 a.m., depending on
when each Illinois station in the chain got
the message.
All listeners in the Chicago area, for
example, heard the alert tones and then
regular programming of P1 station WON
with no explanation, according to engineering sources. In other parts of the
state, listeners heard dead air after the
alert tones.
A monthly test would have lasted for
two minutes, as opposed to the 10-minute
national alert. Some engineers were able
to cut off the national alerts earlier than
10 minutes, McIntyre said.
Chicago, Rockford, Quincy and
Springfield were among the affected
areas, engineers said.
Blame
FEMA doesn't know how many stations were affected by the errant EAS
message. Engineering sources told RW
they believe approximately 500 Illinois
stations were affected. FEMA believes
stations in neighboring St. Louis, parts of
Wisconsin, northern Indiana and southwestern Michigan could have received
the false presidential alert too.
Velasquez also stated that FEMA used
a "hot" or active code rather than atest
code for the test message. FEMA said it
had no choice. Unlike test codes for mandated weekly and monthly EAS testing,
the federal agency stated, there is no test
code for the president to send anational
message using EAS.
Because the national alert is aunique
code, the only way to gauge how the
receivers and equipment will react and
process the alert using the new delivery
path was to send an EAN code to specified receivers in acontrolled test, FEMA
said.
In response to a query from RW,
FEMA said the new satellite distribution
system has not been tested in other markets and no additional EAN tests are
planned because the Richmond and
Cleveland tests were successful.
When asked why testing occurred at
the height of morning drive, a FEMA
official responded that the test "was not
intended for public consumption."
The errant presidential alert message
points to the fragility of EAS, one engineer told RW; the sooner the broadcast
distribution of EAS is supplanted by other technologies, the better, he said.
The FCC has an open EAS proceeding
underway and has solicited comments on
how to improve the system. Recently, it
adopted an order that requires participants to accept messages using Common
Alerting Protocol after FEMA adopts
standards. CAP involves the transmission
of EAS alerts as text, audio and video via
broadcast, cable, satellite, and other networks. The FCC also is revisiting the
appropriateness of unattended operations
for all stations and how that affects the
transmission of EAS alerts in connection
with its review of public interest requirements for IBOC.
Asked whether tightening unattended
operations rules would have made adifference in this case, one Illinois engineer said
he doubted so because "no one at the station could have stopped the message."

e

Mark Ericson and the WOKQ morning team, along with
Steve Vanni from Technet, recently used ACCESS to deliver a
three hour remote from the top of Mt. Washington. For mere
mortals, this would have been an impossible task. The height,
the weather, the distance — all conspired to prevent asuccessful
remote. But because they carried ACCESS, they became realworld super heroes.
ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G
cellular, satellite, POTS (yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS
codec and works seamlessly with Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)—
plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the
challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say
that ACCESS will perform in real time over most available
IP connections.

San Diego, CA: Somewhere...Beyond the Sea!
Boston, MA: Zakk Wylde Concert—Ozzie Osborne's
Guitarist Plays for WAAF at a Listener's Workplace!
Lynn, MA: Toys for Tots— Remote on the Move

Cancun: Sunrise Over IP
Brockton, MA: Minuteman Communications Always
Gets Their Man... urn... IMean, Their Remote

Want to learn more? Contact Comrex to get a FREE booklet
that explains ACCESS BRIC technology and how it differs from
traditional IP codecs. Become a real-world super hero!

Are YOU a real-world super hero? Log on to
comrex.com and let us know how you've used
ACCESS to save the day at an impossible remote!

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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Citadel
Continued from page 1

ing facilities in New York, Chicago and
Detroit, with Citadel's collection of stations in medium-sized and small markets.
Stabbert, based in Reno, has visited
each ABC Radio market cluster and all
ABC Radio Network facilities since
Citadel and ABC reached their initial
agreement in February 2006. The preliminary evaluation process included inspecting all physical plants and meeting engineering personnel.
"There were really no surprises. We
got first-rate facilities in large markets
and some engineers who are obviously at
the top of their game. The staff that came
with the ABC stations are apart of the
Citadel family now," Stabbert said.
'First-rate facilities'
Stabbert, who has been with Citadel
since 1992, admitted there was some
anticipation among the former ABC
Radio engineers about what would happen. "Their emotions ran the full spectrum, but Ithink in general there was
excitement."
The transaction was fairly uncomplicated thanks to the lack of duplication in
markets, Stabbert said. Hence, no engineering positions have been eliminated
within the new company.
"I think people overestimated the difficulty of doing this. I've been through
small acquisitions that were a lot more
complicated where we had to integrate
stations into existing facilities in some
markets. We basically were getting
turnkey facilities in this deal when it
came to the physical plant level,"
Stabbert said.
Clay Steely, former vice president of
engineering for ABC Radio, chose to
remain with Disney to work with its
O&Os. Steely was "very involved in the
transition process as a facilitator,"
Stabbert said.
Christine Ianuzzi, vice president for
broadcasting, technology, engineering
and operations at ABC Radio Networks,
transitioned to Citadel as vice president
of engineering and operations for ABC
Radio Networks, which has facilities in
New York and Dallas.
Citadel's engineering department consists of Stabbert at the top and approximately 50 chief engineers in individual
markets supported by additional engineering staff at the station level. There
are no regional levels of engineering
management, he said.
Some analysts have pointed to a "cultural difference" between Citadel and
ABC Radio as an obstacle for management to overcome. Stabbert said there will
be aperiod of adjustment for all involved
— "certainly, given that the incoming
markets were top 10 markets, with one
exception. Some of our legacy markets are
aways down the list. So there are certainly
differences in philosophy ... maybe not
philosophy, but there have to be differences on how things are run."
Challenges moving forward
"It presents an interesting and perhaps
challenging gradient that is more of a
pronounced gradient than you would typically have between larger and smaller
markets within agroup. It's abit early to
determine what sort of equilibrium will
be struck," he said.
"We have stations in the number one
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market to unranked markets like Presque
Isle, Maine. So you can't run them the
same. The real challenge moving forward
will be being able to finesse that unequal
treatment for markets that are so different. And unequal sounds negative, but I
can't think of abetter way to describe it.
We have some very simple, low-impact

We got first-rate
facilities in large
markets and
engineers who are
obviously at the top
of their game.

— Martin Stabbert,
Citadel
transmitter installations located on ahill
in Maine and Utah."
But, he said, the company also has
facilities on the Empire State Building in
New York.
"You can't expect to drive your truck
to the door on the 102nd floor at the
Sears Tower in Chicago. Things are very
different from market to market."
Stabbert described the ABC Radio
facilities as being consistent with the
stature of the markets and the legacy of
ABC Radio; he doesn't expect to make
any major equipment overhauls.
"What they have for equipment

appears to be working well for those stations. As ageneral rule we do not like to
walk in and make wholesale changes. It
would be counterproductive to get rid of
perfectly good equipment," he said.
In the days following the merger,
Stabbert said his primary focus is to "keep
things running smoothly as we cross the
transition threshold" and to "keep current
ABC Radio projects in motion," including
several HD Radio rollouts.
Of the 22 ABC Radio stations Citadel
acquired, 18 are broadcasting in HD
Radio and another three are in various
stages of conversion, Stabbert said.
Citadel has 31 HD-R stations completed
and another four under conversion.
Citadel, which doesn't have standardized purchase agreements in place with
any equipment manufacturers, has purchased more IBOC gear from Harris than
from any other equipment manufacturer,
Stabbert said. However, it also has purchased HD-R transmitters from Nautel,
Broadcast Electronics and Continental in
the past.
Evaluation process
Stabbert said the post-merger assessment will continue for the conceivable
future with the possibility of subtle
changes being made in how the company's 50 or so market engineering managers conduct company business.
"It's still very early in the process, but
Iexpect no major philosophical changes
to be made at this point:' he said.
Whether immediate operational
changes are implemented, corporate- level
engineers with large broadcast groups
said the potential for culture shock exists
for the former ABC Radio employees.

"I expect some of the ABC folks will
be shocked when confronted with their
new budgets and staffing expectations, a
bit like what Susquehanna employees
went through following the Cumulus
merger," one source said.
Stabbert declined to discuss Citadel's
estimated post-merger engineering budget with RW.
Another source, familiar with the management styles of both ABC Radio and
Citadel, described Citadel's style of operating as "very economical."
"The (ABC Radio) physical plants are
among some of the finest in the business
with generous funding provided for operational and capital projects. That is likely
to change at least abit," he noted.
A third corporate engineering manager
suggested Citadel would likely do an indepth analysis to see if it can reduce
operating costs.
"Lots of analysis and financial and
programming data crunching will be
involved," he said.
Yet another engineering manager who
has been through several mergers, said,
"The first challenge is to how to keep
from losing any great engineers during
the transition. There is always aperiod of
uncertainty during transition and it is at
that time that people start looking for other opportunities. An open dialogue and
communication in the months following
the merger is key.
"Management shouldn't favor incumbents. Rather, the individuals best suited
for any given position should be given
that position, regardless of which side of
the fence they came from," he said.
Comment on this or any story. E-mail
radioworld@ imaspub.com.

•

Canada Allows IBOC

cautious because it is wary of potential
nighttime interference. The country will
monitor the rollout of AM IBOC in the
United States and "develop a longerExperimental Authorizations Available
term strategy," said Mimis. That may
For Simulcast Digital Channels
include technologies such as Digital
Radio Mondiale.
by Leslie Stimson
In terms of global developments, L"We have to take another look at
Band digital radio broadcasting
assumptions we made 15 to 20 years
OTTAWA Canada is rethinking the
(1452-1492 MHz allotments) " no
ago" and look at technologies now
use of Eureka- 147 digital radio technollonger appears to be part of the soluavailable, he said.
ogy; meanwhile it plans to allow the
tion" for the radio broadcasting move to
U.S. IBOC proponents are pleased
use of FM IBOC on an experimental
digital. Instead, more comprehensive
with the development; one source
basis.
multimedia applications in L- band
employed by a manufacturer of HD
The change will be part of aproceedseem to be atrend, he stated.
Radio transmission gear called the
ing asking industry and the public to
As part of the government's move to
development " game and match" for
comment on the use of other digital
open a proceeding reassessing L-band
IBOC in Canada.
radio technologies and whether L-band
use — and whether it should open the
Mexico and Canada look to each other
should be opened to non-digital radio
band to uses other than digital radio —
for such decisions, the source also said.
use.
it has placed a freeze on applications
Mexico is close to allowing FM IBOC on
The Canadian Radio- television and
for new L-band allotments for digital
an experimental basis at northern border
Telecommunications Commission had
radio and canceled unbuilt construction
stations, Radio World International Latin
indicated that a review of digital radio
permits. Those changes have gone into
America has reported.
technologies was in the offing (RW Jan.
effect.
Observers are curious to see how
17, page 22). Now Industry Canada, the
L-band stations on the air with the
many Canadian stations apply for
government department that manages
Eureka- 147 technology are not be
experimental IBOC authorization.
Canadian spectrum, is developing a affected.
Some commercial stations seem interstandard for the implementation of
Vassilios Mimis, director of broadested, though the results of FM tests by
IBOC in that country.
cast technical policy and planning for
noncom CBC/Radio Canada, presented
Michael Binder, the assistant deputy
Industry Canada, told Radio World that
in April to the U.S. National Radio
minister of the Spectrum, Information
only FM IBOC is allowed for use in
Systems Committee, were cautious.
Technologies and Telecom Sector for
Canada at this time on an experimental
The report recommended that the
Industry Canada, wrote to Michel
basis while amore formal IBOC policy
broadcaster make no further investArpin, vice chairman of broadcasting at
is crafted. Experimental authorizations
ments in FM IBOC until the interest of
the CRTC, stating that Industry Canada
for simulcasting FM programming on
other Canadian broadcasters is gauged
agrees the rollout of digital radio on Lan IBOC channel can be granted immeand while it monitors the rollout of data
band is going slowly and that a new
diately to any station that applies.
services and applications in the United
service model for digital radio is needIf a station using FM IBOC causes
States.
ed.
interference to another Canadian station
The CRTC is expected to solicit pubIBOC "may play apart in that modor to aU.S. station, it has to stop broadlic comments soon on its transitional
el," Binder stated in the letter, obtained
casting in IBOC, Mimis said.
digital radio policy and L-band allocaby Radio World.
As for AM IBOC, Canada is being
tions.
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program meters? How 1990's.
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We know how forgetful

that you can slave to an NIP ( Network Time Protocoi

Lovely

server, art elapsed- time event tinier, an adjustable count-

SVGA display has lots of room for timers, meters, annun-

jocks can be. That's why Element remembers their favorite

down timer.., and there's also that big, honkin' analog clock

ciators and more --- enough to show meters for all four

settings for them. Element's Show Profiles are Ike a " snap-

in the center of the screen ( Big Ben chimes not included),

main buses at once. Reboot to 5.1

shot" that saves sources, voice processing settirgs, monitor
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and associated stereo mixes all
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ity switches. We build Element consoles with
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durable,
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components

I
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.

going at once.

conductive plastic faders and aircraft qual-

assignments and more for instant recall. Profiles are easy to

use. ( Hey, make them do some work for achange.)

in

the industry ---- then we acid special touches,
luce custom molded plastic bezels that protect
on/off switches from accidental activation and
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be cn equipment. And nothing's more embarrass
ing than a sudden case of broadcastus interruptu.s.
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With Element, jocks never have

to take their eyes or hands off the board to use the phones.

your talent? Talk to studio guests, remote talent, phone

Program these custom button panels with any macro you

callers ---- talk back to anyone just by pushing a button.

want, from recorder start/stop to one- touch activation of

Element works with any phone system, but really clicks with
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software. You could probably even program one to start the

four hybrids plus control with a single Ethernet cable.
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Element comes
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oay extra for with other consoles, like per- fader EQ, aux
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enabling you to quickly build and capture compression,

on- the- fly bongs a big grin to your face, you're excused.
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But if you're like us, you'll love the fact that Element does

every jock that load automatically when they recall their
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NAB Petitions FCC
To Deny Merger
The NAB filed apetition to deny the proposed merger ofXM and Sirius, which it says
would create a "asatellite DARS monopoly"
Here are excerpts provided by the NAB from
its Executive Summary.
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market, which would inevitably result in
increased prices, fewer programming choices, less local programming for radio listeners, and other public interest harms. The
Applicants, however, have not even come
close to meeting their burden of demonstrating by apreponderance of the evidence that
there are "extraordinarily large, cognizable
and non-speculative efficiencies" that justify
the creation of amonopoly. The Applicants

This is asimple and straightforward case.
The Commission lacks
A decade ago, the Commission established
satellite DARS as adistinct, "continuous
any evidence sufficient
nationwide" service that "local radio inherto support a
ently cannot provide!' To ensure that consumers benefited from competition in the
conclusion that the
satellite DARS market, the Commission
implemented aduopoly market structure and
proposed merger
insisted that the two licensees have no interest in each other and "prohibit[ed]" them
would serve the public
from ever merging. It took these actions at
the insistence of Sirius, who argued that such
interest, convenience
limitations were necessary to ( 1) "preserve
intra-service competition and overall DARS
and necessity.'
diversity of programming" and (2) to prevent
a ' DARS monopoly!'
also admit that amerger is not necessary for
XM and Sirius now urge the Commission
the future success of either company. In
to abandon this carefully crafted competitive
short, the Commission lacks any evidence
satellite DARS regulatory regime...
sufficient to support aconclusion that the
The Commission should not countenance
proposed merger would serve the public
this assault on competition. The Commission
interest, convenience and necessity.
stood firm in favor of competition over
While some will undoubtedly argue that
monopoly the last time the only two
the Commission could craft conditions to
licensees in aspectrum-based service sought
offset the anti-competitive harms that would
to merge — rejecting the proposed direct
flow from approving the merger, no such
broadcast satellite merger of EchoStar and
conditions would be sufficient. Temporary
DirecTV — and should do so again here.
price caps or other forms of regulatory interIndeed, the case for denying the instant
vention would be illusory and contrary to the
merger application is even more compelling
pro-competitive vision of Congress and the
than in the EchoStar/DirecTV case.
Commission. Moreover, there is no reason to
The Commission has said repeatedly that
believe that the merged entity could be relied
athreshold question in amerger case is
upon to comply with any such regulatory
whether the proposed merger would violate a conditions, given each company's past histoCommission rule or policy. The proposed
ry of substantial rule violations.
merger of XM and Sirius would violate the
Accordingly, the Commission should
satellite DARS anti-merger rule, long-standsummarily dismiss the application as violaing Commission policies against spectrum
tive of the satellite DARS anti-merger rule.
monopolies, and the pro-competitive vision
In the alternative, the Commission should
enshrined in the Telecommunications Act of designate the application for hearing to deter1996.
mine whether grant of the application would
The proposed merger would create a serve "the public interest, convenience and
monopoly in the national satellite DARS
necessity!"

IMIEWADIO

Is Biodiesel
Radio's Future Fuel?
By Randy J. Stine
SEA'TTLE Not many vice presidents of
broadcast engineering can talk you
through the process of converting canola
triglyceride oils into biodiesel just as
easily as explain the principals of AM
propagation.
Marty Hadfield can, and then he'll
gladly throw in tidbits like how his gasoline-electric hybrid vehicle gets 34 miles
per gallon.
Hadfield, an engineering executive for

Marty Hadfield

RoadTrek Sprinter RV, which he fuels with biodiesel.

Entercom, has lived his entire life in the
Pacific Northwest, which might partly
explain his obsession with following
energy conserving practices when possible. A member of the Dark Sky Society,
agroup devoted to minimizing light pollution
and
conserving
energy
(www.darkskysociety.org), Hadfield
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Broadcasters have counted on ESE precision master clocks
and timing- related products for over 35 years. ESE products
accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a choice of
GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.
Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a vast
universe of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

increasingly has tried to incorporate
similar eco -friendly practices at
Entercom.
"Obviously we are all on the same
planet, so my life perspective is to try to
improve our existence here while minimizing the harm we are doing," Hadfield
said. "Ilove to share the excitement of
using greener ideas and limiting our
environmentally wasteful ways."
Biodiesel — which Hadfield can tell
you is produced from biological organisms such as vegetable oils and animal

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

fats — is just one part of developing a
sustainable future through emerging
technology.
Entercom, which has 120 radio stations in the United States, will likely
begin requiring soon that all of its radio
stations' emergency generators have
about a2percent biodiesel base.
"It is just good policy to take some of
these steps. Of course, it will depend on
the availability of biodiesel in certain
parts of the country, but it is becoming
more widely available every day,"
Hadfield said. It's all about "lessening
the impact on the environment" from its
facilities, he said.
"No one can deny that broadcast
facilities have ahuge impact on electrical loads, which means broadcasters
have to make smart use of alternatives."
Hadfield, who drives a Ford Escape
gasoline-electric hybrid SUV and fuels
his RoadTrek Sprinter RV with biodiesel
at the pump, is eager to embrace new
energy saving technology. Biodiesel
prices for B20 blends, which are 20 percent biodiesel, averaged around $2.53 a
gallon in March, according to the U.S.
Department of Energy. The price for
B99 blend, which is essentially pure
biodiesel, was nearly 70 cents more.
"Finding alternative means of electrical generation and using cleaner running
vehicles is important. Costs are beginning to come down and raised awareness
of the general public should result in our
industry adapting to these new alternatives. Iwant to make sure Entercom is a
leader in doing so," Hadfield said.
Tell us how your radio station or
company is " going green" at
Lstimson@ imaspub.com.

•

Wireless Broadband
Internet Remotes

"The first time out
with the Tie//ne was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase, the
codec just worked."
-Christian Vang
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

"The codecs sounded great.
My management was very,
very impressed with the
demos"
-Grady Jeffreys,
Technical Manager,
Mackay Communications
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"The remote was a
spectacular success, in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
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public Internet"
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-Mike Rabey
Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis
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Our company also will continue to be
based in the nation's capital region.
"We are looking at a new facility
within a few miles of its current locaContinued from page 4
tion, but still in the D.C. area," Palm told
what they see in editorial content delivme. "Editorially, as far as the heart and
ered on paper.
mind of these publications, RW and TV
"There's asatisfaction out of amagaTechnology, those will still emanate
zine that you don't get online. But online
from the same people in virtually the
delivers
news,
same
location."
audio and video
NewBay also will
very quickly. It's up
retain
IMAS
to us, the publishers
offices
in
the
and editors, to
United Kingdom
decide which conand Italy.
tent is best delivNo doubt there
ered in which way."
will be movement
In the announceand change as our
ment Palm also
corporate culture
noted the " global
becomes part of
reach" of IMAS,
NewBay's.
But
which serves readfrom what I've
ers in six lanseen, this acquisiguages and more
tion will be a
than 100 countries,
healthy and powerand
he
talked
ful one for RW's
about expanding
d readers, advertisers
NewBay's brand
.1., and staff.
internationally.
2
Through
the
Top officials like
°- negotiations, Palm
IMAS CEO Carmel Steve Dana works the floor at his last said, Steve Dana
King, VP of Sales
NAB convention before selling IMAS
"was a gentleman.
Eric Trabb and Publishing. He attended his first NAB This is his baby;
Publisher
John
show in Washington in 1977, 30
and our intention is
Casey remain in
years before.
to take good care
place; and Carmel
of it and grow it.
has told me several times that she is
These are two great publishing groups
delighted that Steve Dana found a buyer that will learn from each other."
with a "similar mindset" about building
Comment on this or any article. Egreat publications.
mail radioworld@imaspub.com.

NewBay

• NEWSWATCH•
FURCHTGOTT-ROTH: Former FCC
Commissioner Harold Furchtgott-Roth,
an economist, released a study of the
proposed sat rad merger that concludes
consumers would benefit from the union
due to reined- in prices and increased
programming choice.
The paper was prepared for the satellite radio companies. "(T)hese competitive choices discipline the prices that
XM and Sirius charge subscribers today
and will continue to do so regardless of
whether the firms merge. Ibelieve that
government agencies should afford these
companies the flexibility to respond to
rapidly changing market conditions."
NAPOLI COUNTERS: Media policy
analyst Philip Napoli countered the
report by Furchgott-Roth. The educator
and director of the Donald McGannon
Communication Research Center at
Fordham University was hired by NAB.
He stated "The satellite radio market is
in fact adistinct market for antitrust purposes, and-a merger of Sirius and XM
would lead to monopoly conditions in
the downstream consumer market, as
well as monopoly conditions in the
upstream programming market, that our
antitrust laws are intended to protect."
MERGER ACCOLADES: Americans
for Tax Reform and the 60 Plus
Association support the proposed merger of the satellite radio companies. ATR

e

is acoalition of taxpayers and taxpayer
groups who oppose federal, state and
local tax increases while the 60 Plus
Association is a seniors' advocacy
group.
WOMEN & MERGER: The National
Council of Women's Organizations supports the merger of XM Satellite Radio
and Sirius Satellite Radio. The group
says it represents 11 million U.S.
women.
XM HO: The Washington Times
reported both satellite radio companies
plan to keep the approximately 800
employees based in the District of
Columbia and the XM building if regulators approve their merger. In an interview,
Sirius
Satellite
Radio
President/CEO and XM Satellite Radio
Chairman Gary Parsons called the building an asset in the developing NoMa
section of DC.
FIREWIRE: FireWire faces major
challenges and its market share is stagnating. Those conclusions are from tech
research firm In-Stat in a report about
IEEE 1394, also called FireWire or
i.Lin1c. "The peak year for 1394 devices
is expected to be 2008, and a slow
decline will set in beginning in 2009," it
státed. 1394 is a high-speed serial bus
specification used in PCs, PC peripherals and consumer electronics.
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You're looking at acomplete audio-over-IP routing system.
List add Cisco. )
Administer

this

• The beauty of the Web is that you can get information anywhere. Same thing with Axia: you can set up and administer an entire building full of Axia equipment

audio nodes, consoles, virtual routers, whatever - from your own comfy office chair. All you need is astandard Web browser : PC or Mac, we like 'em both r. Put an Internet gateway in your Aida net,,,,) ri‘
and you can even tweak stuff remotely, from home or anywhere there's aNet connection. Hey, isn't it time for aMochachino?
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microphones go together like Homer Simpson and donuts.
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glance and you know whether an audio source is really

Unfortunately, so do preamps, mic compressors, EQ boxes,

audio used to be as hard as performing the Vulcan Mind

de-essers — let's face it: most studios house more flying
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with headroom enough to handle Chaka Kahn. Phantom

ports, each with five opto isolated inputs outputs,
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parametric EQ with SmartQ, available on every mic input.
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• You like your audio to stay digital as much
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as possible, right? We get that; our AESIEBU Audio Nodes let

This Axia StuciioEngine works with our Element Modular

Axia Router Selector Nodes are
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really advanced selector and monitor panels that you
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Control Your DA Over the Web
by John Bisset

hanging heavy RF transfer switches.
Nassau Maine's Bill Ryall has taken the
project one step further, with his boss'
encouragement.
Over the years, Bill's company
William Ryall Woodworks has built a
variety of wooden copy stands for Tony
Gervasi's Nassau Radio group to use as
it built new studios. But Bill also welds
steel angle iron to form vertical and
horizontal mounting brackets for transfer switches. Nassau has standardized
on the Dielectric series of 1-5/8 and 31/8 inch switches for their transmitter
sites, but the brackets can be drilled for
See WORKBENCH, page 15

any Kintronic Labs pattern control sysYou can learn more about the Web
tem include key- operated interlock
Accessible AM DA System by heading
With an eye toward HD Radio, a bypass to permit transmitter operation
to www.kintronic.corn.
number of AM stations are considering
into a dummy load; provisions for
transmission site upgrades this summer.
transmitter RF mute, antenna safety
* * *
In the case of 30-year-old narrowinterlock and dummy load air interlock;
band directional arrays, the upgrade
failsafe switching logic utilizing the
It's nice when aproblem is solved by a
may be comprehensive. If you think
transmitter RF mute to prevent switch
new product but even better when it's a
that not much has changed in the world
movement with RF applied; and an
broadcast engineer who has identified a
of phasors and control systems, Tom
adjustable-duration switching window
need and the solution.
King, president of Kintronic Labs has a for solenoid protection and to permit
Many engineers have been forced to
surprise.
operation of any type of RF switch.
build their own mounting brackets for
The Kintronics Model KTLWAC/PLC/24VDC Web- accessible
directional AM antenna system, transmitter and pattern selection controller
brings phasor control to the Web.
This control system allows for the
station staff to bring up areplica of the
front panel of their station directional
antenna control system via a browser.
The system permits operator selection
of a transmitter or pattern with one
click of the computer mouse, hence
providing the ultimate in operator
accessibility to astation antenna system
Fig. 1: Mounting switches? Bill Ryall's welded transfer
operation. Of course, access to the conswitch brackets can speed the job.
troller Web port will require a userdefined password.
Using asoftware-driven programmable logic controller to emulate standard
relay logic, this controller will require
significantly less rack space than a
standard relay logic controller.
Additional features of this system
include a customer- specified alarm
notification via e-mail; alarm history;
automatic pattern and/or transmitter
switching with atomic clock synchronization; custom operational reports in
avariety of formats; and easy configuration for up to 12 towers and five patFig. 2: With plumb switch mounting,
Fig. 3: Switches can be mounted vertically with
terns.
coaxial
runs
are
simplified.
this bracket.
Other features that are provided on
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Continued from page 14

Fig. 4: Polish station vehicles to keep your station image clean.
Dustin Laird does the duty here.

Total Radio. Guaranteed.
Many engineers have
been forced to build
their own mounting
brackets for hanging
heavy RF transfer
switches. Bill RyaII has

MINIMUM
EFFICIENCY

taken the project one
step further.

Of course, you can spend your time
manufacturing abracket out of Unistrut.
But the time constraints that atransmitter
project brings make the ready-made
welded variety agreat way to increase
your efficiency. The transfer switch
mounting bracket runs about $200.
Want more information? Head to
Bill's site www.ryallworks.com or
e-mail bill@ryallworks.com.

PERCENT

* * *
Jay Harrison is the general manager
for Accent Radio Network. An avid
reader of Workbench, he offers yet
another program that will set your computer clock. In fact, this program can
make corrections once if minute if you
wanted that kind of accuracy.
Best of all, the program is free. Here's
the link: httperavib.com/timesync.
Jay Harrison can be reached at
gm@accentradio.corn.

Summer months are prime ones for
remote vehicles. It's also important that as

or

ounci
by Steve Lampen
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All Roads Lead To HD Radiu
BE Puts You AND The CFO In The Driver's Seat!
BE's FMi TSeries tube transmitters, with FM+HD Radio power
levels from 15 kW to 50 kW, outperform everything in their class.

* * *
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these traveling billboards roam they put
forth the best impression. What better
way than by keeping them clean?
Entercom Scranton Market Chief
Lamar Smith is afrequent source of
neat Workbench tips. He suggests getting ahigh school or college student
to maintain your fleet of remote vehicles over the summer.
Shown in Fig. 4is Dustin Laird, who
has worked part time for the cluster for
several years, while going to school.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for 38
years. He is the northeast regional sales
manager for Broadcast Electronics.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcastcom. Faxed submissions can
be sent to (603)472-4944. Submissions
for this column are encouraged, and
qualify for SBE recertification credit. e

Workbench
any switch mounting pattern.
Fig. 1shows an 1-5/8 switch mounted with the ports horizontal. The
mounting bracket can be fastened to
Kindorf, Unistrut or similar brands of
framing, or simply mounted with lag
bolts. Bill includes mounting hardware
for the switch and an instruction sheet.
Fig. 2 shows the 3-1/8 inch switch,
also with the ports horizontal. Note how
easy it is to run straight transmission
line runs when the switch is plumb. Bill
recommends a laser level, found at
Lowes or Home Depot, to ensure the
transmission line runs are level.
A box-like bracket is used for vertical switch mounting (ports in the vertical plane), shown in Fig. 3.
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Our conservative, AC-toRF output efficiency specs make it easy
to calculate how much an FMi Twill save you in the long-term.
Proprietary ESP error correction yields unmatched spectral
performance. And no other transmitter complies as well with
the iBiquity mask — except, of course, BE's FMi solid-state series.
High performance. Fuel efficient. Let BE technology put you
ahead of the pack.
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Waiting for the Third Shoe to Drop
The FCC's Recent Digital Radio Ruling Still Leaves
A Few Important Points Unsettled
When the FCC issued its Second
Report & Order on digital radio in
May, we learned that these were not
truly and completely "final" rules, but
that there will very likely be a Third
R&O to follow.
This was obvious from reading the
full title of the proceeding (FCC 07-33),
which included aSecond Further Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking.
While the Second R&O mostly
moved U.S. digital radio out of the
shadows of " interim rules," there are
still some key points that the FCC left
unresolved, and which are now considered in the Second FNPRM.

broadcasters were interested in multicasting, but today many are quite engaged
with it. Think back also to the earliest
days of IBOC regulation, when the FCC
first opened Docket 99-325 in response
to USA Digital Radio's landmark
Petition for Rulemaking to allow IBOC
broadcasting, filed in October 1998.
Did anyone at the time envision that
competing, subscription radio services
would have over 10 million subscribers
before " final" rules allowing IBOC
were approved?
So no matter how well you think you
understand the landscape, or how ahead
of the curve you think you are, things

ball, for example, a 30 percent success
rate for hitters ( i.e., a . 300 batting average) is considered great.
Some have said that this is why the
game is so popular among the American
rank and file, but Isay it's about context
and degree of difficulty. We're all graded on a curve, and the slopes of those
curves vary with the situations at hand.
But Idigress.
The point is that even though subscription terrestrial broadcasting is relatively
untried, this doesn't mean it couldn't
become wildly successful in the future
under the right circumstances. Look at
cable TV and satellite radio, which also
flew in the face of the conventional wisdom in their early days.
So what may seem a minor, unresolved detail today could turn into a

The disquiet of interim status still lurks at the margins as the industry remains in doubt over afew IBOC matters.
(Shown: An auto receiver by JVC.)
So the disquiet of interim status still
lurks at the margins, as the industry
remains in doubt over afew IBOC matters.
Perhaps most important among these
are possible future rules on IBOC subscription services (audio or data), which
the FCC addresses at some length in the
Second FNPRM.
The new rules now in effect for
IBOC broadcasting allow such service
only under experimental authorization,
leaving them in interim status and
reserving their final disposition until the
next R&O — just as multicasting, datacasting and Extended Hybrid operation
were under the previous rules.
Most broadcasters probably don't
care much at the moment about the
issue of subscription service, but this
could change over time.
Consider how not long ago few

can change relatively quickly. Thus terrestrial digital subscription radio services may soon evolve to significant
importance — again, perhaps even
before the FCC creates final rules governing them.
When digital pigs fly
The concept of subscription broadcasting is nothing new.
Even before cable, terrestrial broadcast TV tried it, but the service never
caught on. Terrestrial radio has never
really worked in this space, although if
you ask public radio, they will tell you
differently. For them, voluntary subscription radio has been asuccess — if
you call the approximately 10 percent
of their listeners that actually contribute a "successful" rate.
It's all relative, of course. In base-

Product Showcase
Model RFC- 1BRemote Facilites Controller
• control transmuer from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel
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major new service feature for radio
broadcasters, both commercial and noncommercial. (Public radio already has
its own interesting ideas for subscription IBOC, by the way, one of which
would authorize listeners who have
made their contributions to receive a
pledge- free multicast channel for the
remainder of the fund drive.)
Pay me now or pay me later
The FCC is perhaps rightly concerned that IBOC not become simply a
money-grab for broadcasters, but that
new and improved radio for the general
public result. (The slow start of IBOC
acceptance among consumers makes the
likelihood of broadcasters' moving in
that direction ever more realistic.)
So the Second FNPRM asks whether
limits should be placed on how much of a
station's IBOC digital bandwidth might
be applied to subscription services,
and/or whether fees should be levied on
revenues thereby collected by stations.
The levy idea is not unprecedented,
of course. A close parallel already
exists under current rules for digital terrestrial television, which require DTV
stations to pay 5 percent of what they
earn on digital datacasting to the feds.
But this authority was granted to the
FCC by congressional mandate, and it
applied specifically to digital television
datacasting. ( Remember that, unlike
IBOC digital radio, TV stations were all
grantid new 6 MHz channels for their
DTV services, so the context of a "free

The Big Picture
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by Skip Pizzi
spectrum giveaway" was an issue that
required some political bargaining.)
So the FCC asks in the Second
FNPRM whether it has statutory authority to levy similar fees on IBOC digital
radio datacasting without express congressional authorization. It further asks
that even if it does have adequate jurisdiction, should it levy such fees, and if
so, at what rate?
Or should the FCC simply choose an
arbitrary percentage of IBOC bandwidth that must be reserved for unencrypted ( non- subscription) service(s)?
Or should it do this and levy fees on
subscription revenues? These are all
questions that are being addressed in
the current comment period.
More commercials, please
Another point to ponder: lo support
its desire to ensure that the IBOC transition will broadly impact the general
public, the FCC is considering rules
that would reserve adequate bandwidth
for "free" service.
In reality, however, "free" translates
to "commercially supported" service (or
equivalent noncommercial underwriting
announcements). Is it really in the public interest to effectively mandate that
all new multicast radio streams will
include commercials?
Perhaps wiser stewardship would
provide greater consumer choice via a
tiered approach, such that "free" services are maintained ( including their new
digital equivalents on IBOC's main program service), and new commercial-free
subscription services via IBOC multicasts are also freely allowed.
No coach seats are removed ( in fact,
they are upgraded by IBOC), but anew
first-class service is provided for those
who want to pay for it. The marketplace
will determine how much of each type
of service is viable. That's the
American way, and a smart regulatory
approach could enable it.
Further, the unfettered application of
subscription IBOC services might allow
terrestrial broadcasters to compete in a
more agile and direct way with satellite
radio, which already offers many channels of commercial- free music to consumers who pay amonthly fee.
Thus allowing subscription service to
develop without artificial regulatory
constraint could be beneficial to both
consumers ( providing them greater
service variety) and to broadcasters
(making them more competitive). This
would argue for the FCC to take alighthanded approach here.
Next time we'll take another look at
some of the open questions that remain
on digital radio regulation.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.
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Don't crowd ladies, there's
plenty of me to go around.
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Copps: We Can Aim
Higher Now'
The FCC in June held one in aseries of
hearings about broadcast localism, this one
in Maine. Here are excerpts of ?marks by
Commissioner Michael J. Copps.
Since the FCC re-opened its review of its
media ownership rules last year, we have
witnessed agrowing national concern over
what many people believe are disturbing
trends in the media. Citizens from all over
the country, conservative and liberal, red
state and blue state, young and old, rural and
urban, north and south have come together
to express their concern and even alarm.
For many months the discussion has

focused on whether the FCC should further loosen its ownership rules with people asking how many — or perhaps, more
accurately, how few? — broadcast stations media conglomerates should be
allowed to own? For what purposes are
stations granted licenses? And how does
the public interest fare in amore heavily
consolidated environment? ...
Ido believe that many broadcasters still
have that flame to serve the public interest
burning in their breasts. There aren't as
many of them now — there aren't as many
station owners any more because of consolidation — and the truth is that those who
remain are less and less captains of their
own fate these days and more and more
captives of unforgiving Wall Street and
Madison Avenue expectations.
Some tell us the answer is to rely more
and more on marketplace forces as aproxy

for serving the public interest. They seem
to trust that the public interest will somehow magically trump the urge to build
power and profit and that localism will
somehow survive.
Meanwhile, since the 1980s, fundamental protections of the public interest have
weakened and withered. In addition we
have pared back the license renewal
process from one wherein every three years
the FCC examined very rigorously whether
the broadcaster was actually serving the
public interest, to one wherein now companies need only send us ashort form every
eight years and generally nothing more.
These days getting alicense renewed is
pretty much aslam dunk. It's not called
postcard renewal for nothing.
So step by step, rule by rule, public
interest protections were simply frittered
away. Believe it or not, we had an FCC
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chairman in the 1980s — when alot of this
deregulation really got into high gear —
who said that atelevision was just "atoaster with pictures." And that's how they proceed to treat the people's airwaves — just
another business, nothing special about it.
All this has happened at high and dangerous cost to the American people. Our
country confronts many urgent priorities
but, to my mind, few have such long-term
importance to our democracy as how
America communicates and converses with
itself and how this process has been eviscerated in recent years.
Playing offense
The good news is that Ibelieve there's a
difference between the media ownership
proceeding of three years ago and this time
around. We can aim higher now. We don't
need to play just defense — we can start
playing offense, too.
Now it's not just aquestion of defeating
bad new rules — although we must still do
that. Now we are in aposition to revisit the
bad old rules that got us into this mess in
the first place. And we can go on from
there to restore meaningful public interest
responsibilities to our broadcast media.

Real
AC
Power

Commissioner Copps

RemoteMix 4

Introducing AField Mixer That's Outstanding In Its...um...Field
Combining afour-channel field mixer with afour-channel headphone
amplifier, aphone-line hybrid, auniversal PBX handset interface, a
wireless phone interface and Bluetooth' Wireless Technology to conned to cell phones and portables, the RemoteMix 4is ready to work
just about anywhere you are.
a

Use it as aphone-line hybrid, calling into your studio talk show hybrid.
Use it as afront end mixer for your POTS, ISDN or IP codec. Or use it
as acombination broadcast/IFB mixer. No matter how you use it, you'll
find that it's an incredibly versatile mixer.
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Plus... IT SOUNDS GREAT! Asoft limiter prevents overdriving the
phone line interfaces, while the mixer XLR output is pre- limiter (full
range), meaning you have afeed for every need. Bass boost adds a
bit of low end before sending the signal down the phone line to provide
that "how'd you get it to sound THAT good over POTS lines" nudge.
There are convenient 3.5 mm send and receive jacks for recording the
show or mixing in your MP3 player.
The RemoteMix 4can be powered by batteries or the included AC
adapter, so you'll never lose aconnection - even during aloss in power!
We think we've done our homework with RemoteMix 4. And it'll be in
your hands in plenty of time for the fall sports season.
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For starters, let's go back to an honestto-goodness licensing system that doesn't
grant slam-dunk renewals, but stops to ask
if alicense-holder is really doing its job to
serve the common good. And let's do this
license renewal every three years — the
way it used to be — not every eight years
like it is now.
In doing so let's get answers to some all
too important questions like did the station
show programs on local civic affairs? What
type of local political coverage did it provide leading up to Election Day? Did station owners meet with local community
leaders and the public? And is the station
providing children's programming that is
actually educational?
Let's also put what stations are doing to
meet their public interest obligations up on
the Web, so citizens can know how their
airwaves are being used. And let's make
sure that all that new digital capacity we're
giving broadcasters returns something positive for our communities and local talent
and civic issues coverage.
If your local broadcaster is given the
privilege to multicast half adozen program
streams into your communities and homes,
is it too much to expect that some good
portion of that should be used to enhance
localism and diversity?
So these are the kinds of things we all
need to be talking about and I'll bet there
are other ideas we'll hear tonight. And I
hope among them will be some discussion
about the future of low-power radio and television, because in an age of consolidation,
they are often the last bastions for media
diversity and media democracy
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• Flexible Connections: Zephyr Xstream
talks to POTS, ISDN, and IP codecs,
saving on phone lines, additional codecs
and router/console inputs.

THE BEST WAY TO HEAR FROM THERE"'

•Advanced Audio Coding: MPEG AAC
gtves you better quality and lower delay
compared than plain MP3.
•Simple to use: User-friendly screens
guide you through setup quickly.
•Grab it and go: Pre-configure your
remote setups and save them to one of
the 100 Location Setup presets.
• High-quality streaming: Supports both
PAC and MP3 IP streams.
• Future- ready: Built in Livewire port
makes audio, logic, and bazkfeed
connections to your Axia network with
one Ethernet cable.
• Easy remote control: Ad ust settings
using any standard Web browser.

Over 16,000 Zephyrs installed worldwide.
The most popular and trusted audio codec in broadcas:ing.

THE PERFECT COMPANION TO YOUR XSTREAM
ISDN audio quality, POTS economy: The world's
only POTS codec tlat talks to the Zephyr Xstream
ISDN codec. The most reliable connections; the
best audio too.
Superior sound: jac Pl us TM coding gives you the
best quality audio of any POTS codec, even at low
bit rates.
Super friendly: The easiest-to- use Zephyr ever.
Anyone can make it play.

"Most of the time we don't have the luxury
of three weeks notice needed to install an
ISDN circuit. This is, after all, the world of
breaking news. That's why Xport has become
our invaluable part of our brcadcast kit."
-Andy Hollins, BBC Radio

Ultra mobile: Light weight, portable, durable.
Tucks into aflight bag.
Ready to travel: Internal auto- switching power
supply works anywhere in the world.
•Add ISDN: Optiolal ISDN interface lets you plug
into analog or digital phone lines.
•Two-for-One: Two Xports can share one ISDN line.
W NW

AUDIO I NETWORKS

©2007 TLS Corp

Telos-Systems.com

Telos, Axia, Xstream, Xport and Livewire Trademark TLS Corp All rights reserved
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

Visteon HD Jump Goes on the Road
Tom Ray Tries Out the Unit Marketed as the
'Premier Transportable HD Radio Receiver'
by Thomas R. Ray III

ket auto electronics products.

Ihave in my possession aVisteon HD
Jump radio. My review in the car is based
on comparison with my benchmark, a
Kenwood KTC-HR100TR. My table

Several mounting methods
The Visteon HD Jump is designed to
be similar to a Sirius Satellite Radio or
XM Satellite Radio. It is slightly larger

be placed virtually anywhere on hard
plastic, such as the dashboard or console,
and the suction cup will stick to it.
The HD jump is fairly easy to install
— providing you know how to get at the
connections on the radio already installed
in the vehicle. The radio has two antenna
cables, one to connect to the incoming
antenna lead, the other to plug into the
existing radio's antenna jack.

The Jump is installed in a place of honor with its suction cup mount,
right next to the author's two-meter radio.
benchmark is a Directed Electronics
Table Top HD Radio.
My AM observations are with the
WOR signal, which Iknow well. My FM
observations are on several stations transmitting off of the Empire State Building.
Who is Visteon? Chances are, you
have used aVisteon radio before and you
just didn't know it. Visteon makes most
of the factory- installed radios found in
Ford vehicles, among others. The company also manufactures numerous aftermar-

access the radio in the dash of my 2003
Ford Explorer, Iwould have needed to
pull the front of the dashboard out and
unbolt the radio to do so.
The power lead is intended to be connected directly to the fuse block in the
vehicle. Iconnected it through acigarette
lighter plug. (Ihave a 12 volt distribution
panel in the back seat, as Ialso have my
two- meter ham rig, a GPS unit and an
inverter for my laptop all connected in.)
The fact that the unit is designed to be
connected to the fuse block may be
another deterrent to ado-it-yourselfer.
Audio connection to your vehicle can

The Visteon HD Jump comes with most everything you need for car installation, including cables, cradle and mounting accessories.

than the Delphi XM SkyFi radio. The HD
Jump is designed to be used in the car or,
when disconnected from its car cradle, in
the home with the optional home cradle.
The HD Jump comes with avariety of
mounting methods, which made me happy. One is a suction cup mount that
mounts the radio directly to the windshield, the method Iused.
It also comes with aplastic disk slightly larger than the suction cup, which has
a sticky glue on one side. This disk can

When the HD Jump is turned off, it
will pass signals through to your existing
radio. In this way, you do not lose use of
your existing radio, and it will provide
less incentive to "Y" the antenna lead,
causing illegal emissions if you use the
internal FM modulator.
Unfortunately, Joe Consumer will not
be able to connect the antenna leads.
It was not a problem for me, as the
Kenwood KTC-HR100TR is located in
the glove box for easy access. If Ihad to

be accomplished in two ways. The first is
the internal FM modulator of the HD
Jump, the second is a direct audio connection to an auxiliary input to your
existing radio.
Adjusted audio output
Itried the FM modulator, then connected the audio directly into the aux
inputs of the Kenwood using a 3.5 mm
stereo plug-to-RCA plug cable that IproSee JUMP, page 22
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• Dedicated analog and full-time digital outputs
with independent level controls
Separate antenna inputs for each tuner
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Highly efficient
transmitters.
Forward-looking
design.
Enhanced support.
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For nearly five decades, BE has helped you get
the most out of your equipment investment
by giving you the best possible return on your
money and time.
Whether converting to HD Radio or purchasing
a new analog rig, let BE show you how we can
help add profits and subtract headaches.

Broadcast Electronics Inc
Tel: (217) 224-9600
www.bdcast.com
bdcast@bdcast.com

Total Radio. Guaranteed.
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Jump
Continued from page 20

HD RADIO NEWS
In Monroe, N.Y., WOR has just about
05. mV, and the signal on the Route 208
bridge over Route 17 is very clean — but
the audio was still quiet.
Then the HD Radio decided to kick in.
It almost sent me through the roof of
the car, as Ihad the volume cranked up a
good 12-14 dB above normal, and the
volume level came up that amount when
the radio blended to HD Radio. Guess
that's where the name "Jump" came
from, because Isure did. Once Iwas over
the 1mV contour, the analog levels were
fine, as was the HD-R signal.
In direct comparison to the Kenwood,
the HD-R performance of the Jump was
okay. Idrive aroute that pretty much follows the null of WOR's signal, and Inoted that the Jump would drop out of HD-R
going under bridges and overhead road
signs on the upper end of Route 17 in
New Jersey, whereas the Kenwood stays
locked solid. This could be caused by
numerous things in the design of the
radio on which Iwill not speculate.

strong signal conditions, the HD Jump
did not have this problem.
In talking with Bill Wikehart, technical
fellow of DSP and radio for Visteon
about what Iwas hearing, it appears the
HD Jump is designed with noise canceling circuitry which, in addition to canceling out noise in low signal areas, also
reduces the audio level. Itold Bill frankly
that, while noise cancellation is noble and
that Ithought the Jump did it well, the
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In the office, the Jump exhibited the
same initial issues, but after settling
down, both AM performance with the
included AM loop antenna and FM performance with a simple wire antenna
were both more than acceptable and
equivalent to the benchmark.
The HD Jump is also RDS-compatible.
Idid note, however, that the RDS data is
somewhat downplayed and not "in your
face" as the HD PAD data is. This, in my
opinion, is sending a subtle message to
the consumer that HD- R is superior to
analog. Ithink this is unfair to a station
transmitting an RDS signal that for whatever reason has not yet converted to HDR transmission.
Under strong signal conditions, the
audio quality on both AM and FM was
extremely good. It has a very clean
sounding FM modulator.
The fact you can take the HD Jump
with you into the house is abig plus. And
the expected price, around $200, is more
than fair for what you get.
Unfortunately, Iwas not able to locate a
Web site where the HD Jump was being
sold as they tend to be sold through smaller
aftermarket auto product dealers and auto
dealerships, so Ican't give astreet price.
Even though Joe Consumer most likely won't be able to self-install this radio
in his car, it has great potential and seems
like agreat little radio. If Visteon backs
off the aggressiveness of the noise canceling circuitry, this radio could be aconsumer hit.
Tom Ray, CPBE, is vice president/corporate director of engineering, Buckley
Broadcasting/WOR Radio,
NYC,
W2TRR.

vided. The HD Jump comes with a 3.5
mm stereo plug-to- 3.5 mm stereo plug
cable to plug into an MP3 aux input on a
radio. Ithink it should also come with an
RCA cable.
Ilive 50 miles north of New York City,
and there is only one FM HD Radio station, Cumulus- owned WPDH, in
Poughkeepsie, in this area right now.
After installing the HD Jump, Iset its
internal modulator on and set its frequency to 87.9 MHz. Iturned the radio on and
tuned it to the local FM HD station.
The audio through the HD Jump's FM
modulator was extremely clean and good,
and even though you are putting the HD
audio through an FM stereo generator
with pre-emphasis, you can definitely
hear the difference when the HD signal
The Visteon HD Jump is shown in
locks. Iturned the modulator off and used
a publicity photo.
the aux input on the Kenwood.
Ithen encountered a problem. The
audio from the HD Jump into the aux
HD-R performance
audio level reduction was abig problem.
input was extremely distorted.
The Jump's HD Radio performance on
If this is how the public perceives
The HD Jump's audio output can be
FM was very good. The HD- R signals
radio with DSP noise reduction technoloadjusted to three levels, low, medium and
started dropping about 40 miles out,
gy, Ican now understand when someone
high. The high setting produced clipping
where they tend to drop with the
tells me that "radio sucks."
distortion at the input to the Kenwood.
Kenwood, and in a few areas exceeded
When the signal level drops to where it
The medium setting was just right, placthe range of the Kenwood.
will be noisy but there, and the audio leving the volume control on the Kenwood
It was here Istarted encountering a el drops into the mud, Joe Consumer is
where Iwould normally have it.
problem that Ifirst thought was AGCgoing to think there is something wrong
However, Idiscovered that, on power
related. It was extremely annoying drivwith the radio station's signal (possibly
up, the audio going into the aux input of ing after hitting the HD-R threshold, as
one he has listened to for years), and will
my radio was distorted for anywhere
the volume and noise levels of the FM
most likely go to another station when
from 15 to 45 seconds. This is being
signals would vary wildly depending on
the audio level drops. He probably won't
caused by a small amount of DC on the
conditions and multipath. It was almost
blame the radio. This could be a big
audio output of the Jump, and it appears
like being on aroller coaster at times. In
problem for the industry.
that the input to the Kenwood is either
direct coupled or, more likely, capacitively coupled, and there is no way for the
of studio systems for BE. Ibiquity was
company that has adapted its encryption
caps to equalize quickly to prevent this.
due to release that importer software
or "conditional access" technology to
An isolation transformer would correct
version to stations this summer, he said.
IBOC — as well as technical personnel
this, but in my mind, this defeats the purOf the available 96 kilobits per secfrom Ibiquity, Navteq and WKQX drove
pose of adirect connection.
ond of throughput for the IBOC channel,
around Chicago to test the system. They
The following morning Iheaded into
by Leslie Stimson
the station used 48 kbps for its main digwent to areas where the station had had
the city. Ilive below the 0.5 mV contour
ital channel and 38 kbps for its supplereports of reception issues, to see how
of WOR, and the signal was barely audiVendors and broadcasters are expandmental channel, leaving 10 kbps to test
the NDS conditional access system
ble. Idid note, however, that the normal
ing the exploration of conditional access
the traffic data delivery using conditionwould affect reception of traffic data.
noise floor wasn't where it normally is,
technologies.
al access.
In all cases, the conditional access
which is agood thing, and the radio was
The use of encryption to
worked well, with arobust
telling me that WOR was transmitting an
transmit programs on an HD
delivery of data, Miklius
HD-R signal.
Radio multicast channel has
said. Testers listened to the
been tested, as we've reportHD- R signal on both the
ed.
Now
Broadcast
main and the secondary
Product Capsule:
Electronics, Ibiquity, NDS
channels, with no perceptiand Navteq are examining
ble change in audio quality,
Visteon HD Jump
delivery of real-time traffic
he said.
Car/Home HD Radio
data on a conditionally
Test participants looked
Thumbs Up
accessed multicast channel.
for
dropped IBOC data
-el Reasonable cost and " palm" sized
BE said field trials on
packets and loss of service
/ Radio can easily be moved indoors;
Emmis station WKQX(FM)
on channels with the condino need to buy a second radio
in Chicago were successful
tional access turned on and
Can be used with existing car
and it is looking ahead to
radios
off. They checked two
/ Both car and indoor use kits
other tests validating the
receivers, to make sure no
available
ability of an encrypted mulone would have received the
Audio is extremely clean
ticast HD-R signal to deliver
encrypted channel by mis/ Can be mounted easily where y
Participants in conditional access testing for delivery of real- take or for free.
such data.
want it in the car
time traffic data at WKOK: Rear, from left: Steve
Navteq provided ChicagoAlthough testers focused
Devries/Navteq, Jordan Scott/lbiquity, Patrick
area data that was streamed
Thumbs Down
on Chicago data, they also
Berger/Emmis, Tom Rucktenwald/NDS, Bob Hadden/NDS,
with the HD Radio signal,
experimented with delivery
./ Radio needs to be professionally
Ray Miklius/Broadcast Electronics, Paul Brenner/VP Emmis.
interpreted by a navigation
of traffic data from other
einstalled in vehicles
Center: Tim Anderson/lbiquity. Front: Mark
system and then mapped
cities. "We wanted to stress
Noise cancellation circuitry is far
Saunders/Navteq.
onto a display.
Navteq
the channel," Miklius said.
too aggressive
recently
acquired
/ Radio runs very hot. Use care
"Navteq is looking for a
where it is put in the vehicle
Traffic.com. It has rights to federal and
"We were passing real-time traffic
cost-effective, reliable and robust way to
,/ Needs outboard amplification
state traffic monitoring data from roaddata ... pulling it from Navteq and runsend this information."
embedded sensors.
ning it through aformatter for HD and
The tests began May 22 and were
PRICE $ 249 list, available from automoti
The tests, conducted in May and
then through the HD- R importer,"
slated to run through June.
aftermarket retailers
June, were the first to use the updated
Miklius said. Participants used BE's IDi
Patrick Berger is chief engineer of
CONTACT:
Ibiquity importer software, version
20 HD Radio importer for the test.
Emmis Chicago stations WKQX(FM)
vvww.evisteon.com.
v2.1.5, said Ray Miklius, vice president
Miklius and acrew from NDS — the
and WLUP(FM).•
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

Silver: Dual Paths Process FM, HD
by Rich Rarey
"O000h ... it's blue," said acolleague
when Imounted the Audemat-Aztec 6B
audio processor in the rack. While the
processor's IRU front panel actually is silver, more than adozen bright blue LEDsegmented meters twinkled and danced as
its incoming audio was compressed, limited
and conditioned.
Audemat-Aztec's Silver line offers 4and 6-band FM audio processors with dual
paths for simultaneous processing of FM
and HD. Ievaluated the 6B-FM, which has
the most audio processing tools.
Modem transmission-path audio proces-

Twenty-two factory
presets, optimized

The layout follows the logical signal flow
from analog/digital inputs, TransLanTech
Ariane RMS leveler, bass enhancement,
multi-band limiter and associated mixer,
look-ahead limiter and an inclusive section
for analog and digital outputs with and without de-emphasis and stereo pilot tone. In
addition, an eight-event daypart scheduler
will load any of the 6B-FM's presets at a
day and time of your choosing.
If the prospect of navigating the menu is
daunting, one can select the Basic user
menu level, where most arcane controls are
hidden and set to a factory- determined
"safe" value.
Twenty-two factory presets, optimized

the

for FM broadcasting and representing a
variety of music formats, are easily loaded
into the 6B-FM, with the resulting processing change immediately audible. My personal favorite preset, Bypass, is included in
the preset list. Eight user-definable presets
are available, loaded by front-panel controls,
remote controls or by rear- panel remote
control pin-to-ground.
A pleasant addition to the 6B-FM is a
well-written 64-page user manual, included
on the CD-R that also contains USB drivers
and aremote control software application.
The manual devotes several pages to
"Introduction to Audio Compression" and a
thoughtful discussion regarding the integral

3rofessional
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Ariane audio leveler. Once the user has seen
the 6B- FM's complexity, it is the manual
that calms and reassures the user, as its text
gently guides the newbie and seasoned pro
through the 6B-FM's features.
Byte size
Imounted the 6B-FM in arack for my
evaluation, connected analog audio inputs
and outputs to an audio router for convenience and plugged an LAN cable into the
rear Ri45 jack.
As the 6B- FM requires a static IP for
LAN connection, Ieasily dialed in an IP
address, gateway and subnet mask by selecting the System submenu from the front-panel display and then selecting the IP submenu.
By turning the front control knob "down"
from 255 until Ireached the desired byte, I
See SILVER, page 24

oroaccaster's choice for

1P STLs

for FM broadcasting
and representing
various formats, are
easily loaded into

WorldCast Eclipse

the 6B- FM, with the
resulting change

VVorldCast ¡chose

•

immediately audible.

sors increasingly are feature-filled, complex
devices. The 6B- FM is configurable — with
password protection — by asmall frontpanel display with associated control knob
and three soft keys that expose basic control
and configuration parameters; and configurable remotely by connections to its RS232 serial port, afront-panel USB port and
by anetworked LAN connection.
The included control software presents
the user with apretty, virtual front- panel
metering display ( with avirtual bright blue
LED spray) and exposes the nearly twodozen configuration menus using autilitarian "directory" index.

Product Capsule:
Audemat-Aztec
Silver 6B- FM Audio Processor

Thumbs Up
Remote control by Serial/USB/LAN
=

f Bright LED display
f Analog and digital I/O with silence
sensor
f Password-protected
f SCA input, with MPX and Pilot out-

•
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At last! An IP audio codec that offers a reliable, DSP-based
platform and automatic back-up for 24/7 reliability.

Also Available:

APT's WorldCast Eclipse is the ultimate in flexibility and choice offering
IP, X.21N.35 and ISDN interfaces and aselection of popular coding
algorithms including Enhanced apt-X, MPEG Layer 2/3, MPEG 4MC,
G.711 and G.722
All the features you expect from aprofessional broadcast codec are
supplied as standard: analog and AES/EBU I/0s, adjustable silence

WorldCast Horizon
Bidirectional stereo audio codec offering
Enhanced apt-Xover IP

detection, alarm ports, contact closures, speed dials, embedded
auxiliary data and many more...
Configuration and control of the WorldCast Eclipse is straight-forward
and simple thanks to APT's powerful
and intuitive Codec Management

WorldCast Meridian
Multi-algorithm audio codec with both IP & X.21N35
interfaces

System (CMS). Offering extensive
real-time management of multiple
codec units, the CMS enables
alarm monitoring, logging and
performance monitoring as well
as configurable user and audio
profiles.

WorkiNet Oslo
Professional, Modular Audio Multiplexing Platform offering up
to 14 stereo channels over TI/ El or IP links with Enhanced

To see the full functionality of

opt-X or linear audio. Built-in redundancy, automatic back-up
and hot-swappable cards ensure round the clock reliability
for multi-channel STLs.

CMS, download atrial version
from www.aptx.com.

puts, all on BNC
f Integral pre- and de-emphasis

1,— •"""
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and front-panel control is blocked until one
presses the front-panel soft key to force-disconnect the remote user, or the remote user
disconnects willingly.
Once connected, Iwas confounded by

Silver
Continued from page 23

pressed the control knob to save that byte of
the address, and turned the knob to the next
byte of the address, and so on. Once the
LAN information was entered, Ienabled
remote control from the front panel,
installed the remote control software on my
MS Windows desktop computer, connected
to the 6B-FM by LAN, and sat comfortably
listening and controlling the processor from
the next room.
A nice and safe feature is complete
processor control from the front panel —
should you need it — but the pleasantest
user experience is remote controlling the
6B- FM. The front panel even indicates
when one is remote controlling the 6B-FM,

found amanual section stating the Clip
Level "would normally be set to +24 dBu if
driving the Silver 6B audio processor from
professional audio equipment. This would
translate to the wide-band AGC being driv-
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FM. The manual suggests using the presets
as your starting point, and saving your custom settings to one of the eight user presets.
When auditioning different settings, I
find it helpful to return to the Bypass preset
before and after loading different processing
schemes; this allows abetter comparison of
each preset, is anice reference to what the
preset is trying to accomplish and reduces
ear fatigue. Of course, Bypass will sound
dull and unexciting after exercising some of
the 6B-FM presets.

Surfing formats
In listening to studio-generated news/talk
audio, Ifound the two Classical presets suiten to 12 dB gain reduction by aOVU (+4 ed to the spoken word format. Each lightly
the Input Analog Level control: When Iset
limits the signal, while the Classical 2preset
dBu) audio signal."
it to +4dBu, the Clip indicators flashed and
Once the input level was properly set, I adds some bass enhancement and slightly
the audio output was horribly distorted.
more "excitement" than Classical I.
began to explore the 22 factory presets, playAfter calling tech support — Ishould have
Other presets worked the human voice
studied the manual more thoroughly — I ing different program services thru the 6Btoo vigorously, or made the signal sound
like apoor AM receiver. Interestingly, the
bass enhance revealed pops on announcer
tracks.
Ipreferred using the 6B-FM to process
music, and listened to three formats to evaluate how the processor's presets changed or
enhanced the audio.
The first format, an eclectic Triple-A
music service with artists ranging from the
Meat Puppets to Bonnie Rain to Supreme
Beings of Leisure, sounded best using less
TM
aggressive processing such as with the AC
ST or Mellow ST preset. Each brought out a
pleasing, tight bass line that slapped abottom on the music.
'
Vlibi
On older analog tracks like 60s performer
Dusty Springfield, the analog hiss was more
noticeable, yet was not pumping with
dynamic changes. Some tracks' guitar riffs
had an edge and splatter suggesting, again,
that the presets are just astarting point.
Next, we listened to afolk music service,
and started listening to the two country presets, but found them too compressed and
hard on the music. Again, the gentler presets, Mellow ST and Jazz ST brought a
sparkle to the music without distortion.
Interestingly, the Urban preset crisped up
the music nicely, but was too overstated and
harsh on vocals.
The third service, "anicely chilled plate
of ambient beats and grooves," really made
the 6B-FM shine. Ifound the logical preset,
Dance ST, good for tracking the bass line,
but clipped on high-frequency melodies and
splattering on vocals. The Hot Rock ST setting was fatiguing with this format. Ipreferred the Mellow ST for its subtle processing, and the CHR ST preset for its extra
crispness and exaggerated bass line. The
AC ST preset was similar but has less bass
prominence.
The Urban preset worked well on some
tracks — crisp highs and banging bass —
and sounded good on the super-mellow ID
announcements. However, the preset was
fatiguing on dense string tracks.
An important consideration when using
any modern DSP processor is the source
material's format. The music services I
auditioned use MP3 audio files as their
source, and the 6B-FM's manual clearly
cautions against low bit rate data-compressed audio sources such as MP3 because,
as the manual states, the re-equalization the
6B-FM performs can break the frequency
masking characteristics of the data-compressed file.
The result is distortion that was inaudible
prior to processing. "Linear formats are
always to be preferred," says the 6B-FM
manual, to which we would heartily agree.
Rich Rarey is master control supervisor
© Copyright 2007. All rights reserved. Google and Google logos are registered trademarks of Google Inc.
for National Public Radio and afrequent
contributor to Radio World.
Audemat-Aztec Silver 6B-FM Audio Processor
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behest of his family.
"You gotta have someone to care for
you to get these things looked at. It wasn't going away so my very worried wife
brought me over to the doctor's.
of his show.
"I went through CAT scans and PET
"I was working in the record shops at
scans — none said it was cancer, just that
the same time. It's atoss-up; everything
there were a couple of lumps in my
was music," he said. "Medford Music
throat:' he continued. "They were going
and Farrah's Music in Medford Square. I to stick a needle in my neck so Itold
was the kid behind the counter. When
them to operate on me [instead].
Medford Music went to the Zayre's Mall,
"I had my first operation in the beginMike Vara and Jerry Vara took over and
ning of 2006. Like Dion said, if Ididn't
called it Vara's Music. Then Iwent to
have a wife or a mother, Iwould never
Big John's Oldies But Goodies Land —
have sought medical advice because it
huge store, world-nown — at 683
didn't hurt," DeVenne stated, referring to
Washington St. in Boston.
his friend, singer Dion DiMucci.
"At Oldies But Goodies Land, Tom
Chemo and radiation continued
Gamache, ' Uncle T,' had a midnight
through March of last year.
"They make aform-fitting face mask
with netting so you can see through, and
they screw it down," assuring that the
radiation treatment would reach the same
place on his neck.
"The chemo is what Ireally had a
reaction to and that's what put me in the
hospital for acouple of weeks. Ibegged
them to let me out. So my wife learned
how to give me the IV. At 9a.m., I'd have
to get up, take the IV; they left it in my
arm for two weeks with what looked like
an RCA plug."
Able to maintain his humor through
what he called a horrific experience,
DeVenne declared of his therapy, "Ionly
fell down acouple of times."
"When they put that radiation on the
throat, it is like getting a super-duper
sunburn. The definitive sore throat, not
being able to taste anything," he continued. "It took about six months after the
radiation for me to get my taste buds
back and be able to swallow."

'Time Machine': Back to the Future
Little Walter Is in Syndication, on the Internet and
Spinning on the Club Scene After Battling Cancer
by Joe Viglione
For many years the unique sound
of Little Walter DeVenne, legendary
Boston disc jockey, could be heard
on Massachusetts stations such as
WBCN(FM), WROR(FM), WFNX(FM),
WMEX(FM), WODS(FM) and WXKS(AM).
His voice can still be heard.
DeVenne's current show is syndicated
by M.G. Kelly Syndicated Radio
Shows, although " as soon as my contract with M.G. is up, later this year,
I plan to try to sell it to individual
stations," he said. It airs 8p.m. to midnight on Sundays on WBOQ(FM),
"Northshore 104.9," and is heard in states
as far from Fenway Park as Alaska,
Hawaii and the Carolinas.
His tag line: " Little Walter's Time
Machine' presents four hours of reelin'
and rockin' with the man who knows all
the hits and the stars who made them!"
Another radio legend, M.G. "Machine
Gun" Kelly of "American Hit List" and
"The Amazing 80s" has said that mainstream oldies radio plays material only
from 1964 and later; DeVenne defies
that trend.
The Web site, www.littlewalter.com,
features alink to aSouth Carolina station
where the show airs Sundays, 9 p.m. to
midnight. That broadcast on Citadel's
WOMG(FM) in Columbia, streams on
the Internet at www.womg.com, which
allows anyone with a computer and
speakers to hear the distinctive voice and
remarkable style that have maintained a
place on the air for over 40 years.
A show is born
What makes DeVenne special?
Beyond the fact that he knows the music
and the people who made that music, he
also is one of the premiere mastering
engineers for this material.
DeVenne turned 59 in January. He got
his start at age 8riding his bicycle from
home on Billings Avenue in Medford,
five miles north of Boston.
Walter would ride along Route 16 in
1956 to get to WHIL(FM) — now Kiss
108, one of the most powerful stations in
the region — at 99 Revere Beach
Parkway. The station played beautiful
music. But it was the programming on its
big sister AM station that riveted
DeVenne. He would watch the popular
hosts as they spun records on the station:
George Fennell; the late Don Masters,
who would go on to work promotions for
Polygram; Jack Chatterton and Jack
McDermott.
"I was watching George play ' Rip It
Up' by Little Richard; it was ' Boston's
Music Station, —
said DeVenne.
"Sometimes they'd let me in the studio
and hang around; I'd watch the guy reading the news," he said. That was when
they didn't have him fetching coffee.
In high school, DeVenne started his
own "station" using what was called a
wireless nurse, adevice that allowed parents to place amicrophone in aroom so
they could hear ababy via an unused frequency.
"We used to have some fun in high
school," he said. "We had three turnta-

bles, a couple of tape machines. The
neighborhood would be my disc jockeys.
It kept us out of trouble. Iused to use the
1610 frequency, just a little above the
dial. Most radios went to 1600 AM, and
had alittle edgeway.
"The ' wireless nurse' only worked a
short distance, but we used to set antennas up on the roof. I'd send my brother
up on the roof with wires. Then aguy at

DeVenne is credited on albums by Jackie Wilson, John Lee Hooker
and Frankie Lymon and The Teenagers.
an electronic store built me the transmitter. He liked what we were doing. Iput
him on the air or at least gave him commercials:' he said.
The DJs had free rein on the household.
"Kids used to come into my house
without ringing the doorbell, just walk in
and turn on the transmitter and start
broadcasting. My father would get
upset," he said.
Along with this underground radio station on Billings Ave., DeVenne had his
own proto-label. "Iactually put out a
record. We sold 200 [copies], a group
called The Syndicates. [The song] was
called 'The Duke,' asolid rip-off of Gene
Chandler's ' Duke of Earl.' Ihad acompany in New Jersey press it — 100 copies
on red vinyl, 100 copies on yellow vinyl.
"It's acollector's item now. Istill have
one red one and a yellow one with
Nelson Noble's initials on it. Nelson was
the owner of WILD(FM); had to have his
initials on it. So Iasked him to do it so
DJ Jimmy Byrd could play it on the air. It
was ahit in Medford."
Meanwhile, DeVenne became afixture
at music stores, which led to the creation

radio show on Saturday night; we got
together and decided I'd bring the records
and he'd bring himself. When he went
from WTBS(FM) 88.1 ( MIT Radio) to
WBUR — now Boston University's NPR
station — Igot checks as music director.
"With Uncle T no longer at WTBS,
somebody at the station looked at me and
said, 'They're your records, you ought to
start playing them," and that was the start
of Little Walter's Time Machine, Ithink
1968," he said.
"I was always near radio, always
involved in radio. Nice little cross
between radio and the record shops," he
said. "Ijust watched all this stuff happen.
Ihad aball."
Sick leave
In the new millennium, the DJ and
archivist moved his mastering lab from
Medford to Deny, N.H. But some of his
work was derailed as he battled cancer.
Though ever-present on radio,
DeVenne was conspicuous in his absence
on the club circuit. He is candid about
what happened. He noticed acouple of
lumps in his neck in 2005 and agreed to
begin chemotherapy and radiation at the

In his element
Now Little Walter is back on the air,
in the clubs and at work with other
music acts.
"I did a Spike Jones package for
Capitol Records which was funny, but
not my usual kind of thing," he said.
DeVenne also worked on aBobby Darin
"two albums in one" CD piece and asimilar Irma Thomas package for
Liberty/Capitol.
"Irma features 'Time Is on My Side.'
She did the original that the Rolling
Stones ripped off from her. She was so
mad at them she didn't sing the song for
years. Note-for-note identical," DeVenne
said. "She went on that soulful tour that
Peter Wolf emceed seven or eight years
ago with Chuck Jackson, Percy Sledge,
Ben E. King and others."
Obscure music from groups like The
Knockouts and The Genies are for collectors. DeVenne knows how to put the
music back together so it sounds as
authentic as it did when fans originally
bought the tunes on vinyl.
"That was fun," he said in the up-tempo voice so recognizable to his radio listeners. "Idid that today, there was only
about 14 tracks on the CD." It was for
Collectables Records, a respected label
that reissues music, with DeVenne usually overseeing the reproduction work.
"I'm real proud of some work Idid with
Dion," he said. "Collectables came out with
'Dion & Friends Live in New York.' This
thing could've been aone-man Broadway
show if he had decided to perform more
than just the two nights. The new CD's got
all his hits, all his new stuff and acouple of
gospel tracks that are very palatable. It was
an absolute magic night.
See DEVENNE, page 28
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DeVenne
Continued from page 26

"You should see his face when he
sings 'Teenager in Love.' Igave him the
line, ' If Ilive to be 200 I'm always going
to be ateenager in love.' He uses that line
in concert."
DeVenne also recently completed
newly re- mastered versions of hits from
The Marcels ( of " Blue Moon" fame)
and The Cleftones, 25 songs on each
disc for Collectables. His name is credited on hundreds of albums by Jackie
Wilson, John Lee Hooker, The
Cadillacs, The Five Satins, Frankie
Lymon and The
Teenagers and Lloyd Price, and collections of music released by various
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radio stations.
A look at his credits on the
Allmusic.com site is staggering; they
include Rhino's " Doo Wop Box,"
which sold in excess of 500,000 copies
— " surprising everyone," DeVenne
said. Except for him.
The Doo Wop special was a perfect
fit for public broadcast. DeVenne
recently returned from three nights of
taping in New Jersey for November
airdates of music from Little Anthony
& The Imperials ( Little Anthony being
one of the MCs), Flamingos, Nutmegs
and many more.
When people tune in to his show on
KGMZ(FM)
Oldies
107.9
in
Aiea/Honolulu, Hawaii, Sunday
evenings from 9 p.m. to 12 midnight,
they probably have no idea the man
spinning the tunes also is the fellow

who is re- mastering those same songs.
Mastering and spinning might seem
enough for aman who has dedicated his
life to preserving and airing these sounds,
but he's booked for the rest of 2007 at a
record hop at which he spins two weekends a month in a nightclub right
between the Massachusetts and New
Hampshire border.
Out of the house
The treasures in DeVenne's archives
include dozens of live shows by Little
Richard, including the only known live
tape of Jimi Hendrix performing with
Richard Penniman, Don & Dewey and
Maxine Brown (although there is astudio 45 RPM of Jimi with Little Richard
that was recorded around this period).
Recorded way back by DeVenne at
the Back Bas' Theater in Boston. the

tape was mentioned when he was being
interviewed for Visual Radio sometime
in the 1990s. After the discovery,
Experience Hendrix, Hendrix's familyowned company, heard it as re-played
from the original broadcast tape aired
in the 1960s on MIT University's station WTBS(FM). The information landed in Steve Roby's Hendrix book,
"Black Gold."
When asked who got him back into
circulation after the hospitalization, it
turned out to be his old friend Dion, who
was performing at the Mohegan Sun
resort in Connecticut in August of 2006.
"He was the first one to get me out of
my house."
Joe Viglione produces and hosts
"Visual Radio," abiography/variety television program. He also writes for
Allmusie.com. North Shore Sunday. e
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As abroadcaster, you make aserious investment
to get (and keep!) your programming on air. But
often the real value of the broadcasting components and software in your station are measured
by more than price and features alone.
Sometimes the true benefits are found in the
quality, integrity and experience of the people who
bring them to you.
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SAS has been serving, supporting
and supplying innovation to broadcasting for 2o years. And in that
time our evolving technologies have
consistently led the industry.
y? Simple. We listen to our customers.
Solve problems. Invent new ideas.
From digital routers to console control surfaces,
from intercommunications to systems integration.
SAS provides comprehensive and competitive
roadcast engineering solutions that are intelligent,
liable and expandable for broadcasters large
dsmall.
Ask us about our turn-key studio
engineering solutions, including
furniture and installation.

How can we help you?
Call us. Well deliver the goods.
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SYSTEMS
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years of innovation.

Look who's talking now.
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And more than r000 major market and smaller radio staions and broadcasters across
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M-Audio is shipping the Pulsar II smallcapsule condenser microphone, which
replaces the company's Pulsar smalldiaphragm cardioid condenser microphone.
M- Audio says the 3/4 inch diameter, 6micron Mylar evaporated-gold diaphragm
of the Pulsar II delivers sensitivity, especially for higher frequencies.
The microphone features asolid brass
backplate for natural, transparent sound.
The company says the capsule design is suitable for
studio and stage applications including drum overheads, acoustic guitar,
piano, close-miking strings
and woodwinds and room
miking.
Highlights include a
thermally
treated
diaphragm to yield an additional 2 dB SPL over the
model's predecessor. The
—10 dB switchable attenuation pad enables users to
capture higher SPLs. The
12 dB/octave high-pass filter also reduces low- frequency rumble and the
potential for overloading
mic preamps with low-frequency signals.
Transformerless Class-A
FET electronics combine
with the physical design
properties of the Pulsar II
to deliver specs including
20 Hz-20 kHz frequency
response; sensitivity of —37
dB at 1kHz, 0dB = 1V/Pa
(13.8 mV/Pa); max SPL of 134 dB at 0.5
percent THD, 144 dB with — 10 dB pad; and
equivalent noise of 16 dBA. The product
also includes awooden box, windscreen,
mic clip and manual.
The Pulsar II is available individually or
as a matched set with +/- IdB variation
from each other. The matched pair includes
ametal stereo mounting bracket for XY
recording.
The Pulsar II carries an MSRP of
$199.95
For more information, contact M-Audio
at ( 626) 633-9060 or visit www.
m-audio.com.
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for today and tomorrow.
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For T1 lines and license-free links, the Moseley Starlink SL9003T1
gives you bi-directional digital audio, Ethernet LAN extension, remote
control, and telephone.
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Contact SCMS
at any of its offices
to discuss your needs.
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WXXI Deploys APT for IP System
were getting using the Enhanced apt-X
algorithm.

by Kent Hatfield
VP, Technology and Operations
WXXI (AM-FM)
ROCHESTER, N.Y. At WXXI, we
have grown significantly over the past
number of years from just one TV and
one radio station. We now offer six TV
and five radio stations throughout Greater
Rochester, N.Y. Such expansion naturally
means additional investment in infrastructure, and much engineering effort
has been focused over the past months on
installing and upgrading our audio networks.
We recently made the move away from
traditional phone lines and Tls and
migrated our audio network to a
microwave over IP-based structure to
take advantage of the reduced operating
expenditure and network efficiencies
associated with IP networking. We selected the Tsunami radios from Proxim
Wireless operating in the unlicensed 5.8
GHz band, and then started to look for
multiplexing equipment to work in conjunction with these.
We got acouple of units on demo from
aprominent U.S. manufacturer and tried
them out on our network but despite
many attempts by us and their service
engineers, we were unable to get these to
work over wireless IR
We began to look around for alternatives and it was then that the WorldNet
Oslo
from
Audio
Processing
Technology was mentioned. Iwasn't at
all familiar with either the company or
the product so Icontacted a few other
users to get their opinion.
These engineers were mainly using the
WorldNet Oslo over T1 not IP, but still
the overall verdict was that they were
more than happy with the unit's performance and loved the audio quality they

On the Horizon
APT put together a proposal for us
showing which units would be deployed
in each location and sent out a pair of
demo units for us to trial. The proposed

get acontribution feed into the Oslo at
State Street from a WorldCast Horizon
located at WRUR's studio and, as the unit
is duplex, we also can send areturn feed
back to the WRUR studio.
The other WorldCast Horizon, located
at our French Road AM transmitter site
in Brighton, receives the WXXI(AM)

The other major advantage, which the
APT kit offered over the other products
we tested, was how well it worked with
the microwave gear. If the link was
dropped momentarily, other manufacturers' units dropped the connection and
needed manual rebooting at both ends.
This just isn't aviable option on our main
STL.
The APT codecs keep the connection
open and automatically re-sync when the
link returns. Redundant PSUs, an independent MCU card, passive backplane
and hot-swappable cards also mean that

WXXI AM
WRUR Rezien Fee,
React Out R.I. 5"

WRUR ST/

WRUR
WXXI FM

V, XX; FM

WorldNet Oslo
WXXI State Street Studio

WorldNet Oslo
Pinnacle Hill FM Transmitter Site

Wireless IP using Proxim
Tsunami Radios

IRlietwork

WorldCast Horizon
WRUR Studio

-

Studio Feed

4—

wxxl AM

WorldCast Horizon
French Road AM Transmitter
& Emergency Studio

MCA Radio Network Using Wireless IP
configuration consisted of two WorldNet
Oslos — a modular audio multiplexer
with Tl and IP transport options — and
two WorldCast Horizons stereo IP
codecs.
Much to our delight (and relief!), they
worked the first time we took the units
out of the box and plugged them in. After
several tests, we were happy that the APT
solution worked well within our network
and with the Proxim radios, and we purchased the proposed solution.
One of the WorldNet Oslos was
deployed at our main studio on State
Street in Rochester and another at the primary FM transmitter site on Pinnacle
Hill, serving as an STL for WXXI(FM),
WRUR(FM) and Reach Out Radio. We

feed from the main State Street studio.
The return link on this connection is
reserved for use by an emergency backup studio, which also is located at our
French Road transmission site.
The high quality, dynamic range and
low delay of the apt-X algorithm together
with the performance of the units over IP
were major clinching factors in our decision to opt for the APT solution. The
audio quality was superb and, given the
inherent packetization delay you get with
IP networks, having a coding delay of
less than 2ms was areal advantage.
We have confidence monitoring feeds
coming back to the State Street studio,
which would not be possible if we were
using any other coding algorithm.

our system has no single points of failure
and we can sleep happily in our beds at
night.
CMS
We also really liked APT's Codec
Management System software package,
which we use to configure and monitor
all four units on the network. Not aDIP
switch in sight and Ican finally discard
the terminal screwdriver when it comes to
configuring my STL gear.
The CMS is intuitive and makes it simple to achieve complicated addressing and
port mapping processes. There also is an
essential performance monitoring tool,
which constantly examines the link, reportsee WXXI, page 32
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What happens when your reality turns out to be better than your dreams? How is it possible to fit this
much remote broadcast capability into apackage so portable and so easy to use? Questions asked by
more than one user of the new Comrex ACCESS portable.
Plug it in... Fire it up... and Relax... When you're armed with the Comrex ACCESS portable you know its
going to work and you know its going to sound great. DSL, Cable Modem, WiFi, 3G Cellular, POTS,
Satellite: No matter which transport method you choose, the Comrex ACCESS portable has got you covered.
Making this all possible is BRIC ( Broadcast Reliable Internet Codec),n technology exclusive to Comrex.
BRIC smooths out the unreliable and unpredictable packet timing inherent in Internet connections,
delivering worry-free audio performance with minimum buffering delay. Use the ACCESS all by itself,
with your own favorite mixer, or with the convenient Comrex 5-channel sidecar mixer.
Want to learn more about how ACCESS and BRIC can make your Ife easier? Just call the audio
professionals at Bradley Broadcast..., proudly carrying the full line of Comrex equipment for over twenty
years. Be sure to ask for the FREE booklet explaining the Comrex BRIC technology. Or check out the
complete ACCESS information at www.bradleybroadcast.com/access

800-732-7665 or 301-682-8700
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Zephyr Does Double Duty for Radio Skonto
Telos Xstream ISDN Codees Provide Identical RTP/UDP Streams
For Two Remote Studios, Each More Than 150 Miles Away
by ( vo Bankovs
Engineer
Radio Skonto
RIGA, Latvia When Radio Skonto received licenses for transmitters in two other cities, management was pleased. But for me
it posed aproblem.
How would Iget the signal from the studio in Riga to the distant
cities of Rezekne and Liepaja, each about 155 miles away? Oldtechnology telco audio service was expensive. Installing my own
Sil radio system would be impractical due to the need for interme-
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•Studio to transmitter link system.
•Link transmitter with 20 W power
output.
*Available in frequencies from 200 to
960 MHz supplied in 20 MHz bands.
•High stability oscillator.
•LCD screen display for parameter
selection and readings as follows:
-frequency (6digits).
-forward / reflected power.
-modulation level.
-pilot signal ( 19 KHz) sampling while in
transmission.
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*Audio inputs: mono
balanced, stereo
(MPX), and 3 SCA.
-Fold back
protection.

OMB AMERICA
telephone (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA
http://www.omb.com
usa©omb.com
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OMB EUROPA
sales and costumer service
telephone 976-504 696
fax 976-463 170
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA
http://www.omb.es

factory
telephone 976-503 580
fax 976-503 855
Camino de los Albares, 14
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA
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diate repeaters and towers — if Icould get alicense.
So Iasked a local Internet Service Provider,
Latnet, if it would be possible to use IP links to the
two sites. Fortunately, the ISP was able to offer a
guaranteed bandwidth service to the two sites at a
cost much lower than the alternatives.
To avoid paying telco costs, Latnet
installed a 26 GHz IP radio link with
equipment made by Netro from the
Radio Skonto studios to its point-ofpresence in Riga. Radio Skonto contracted for 384 kbps from the Riga studio and 256 kbps at each of the remote
sites, providing plenty of margin for
packet overhead.

and were ready to increase to ahigher rate if we were
to hear compression artifacts. But after amonth of
on-air operation, we decided to stay with this lower
rate. MPEG AAC has been officially designated as
"indistinguishable from the source" at 128 kbps by
the European Broadcasting Union, so this was pretty
much what Telos had told him to expect.
The system has been in operation for over nine
months and is working well. There was asingle out-

Livewire network
Radio Skonto decided to use Telos
Systems' Zephyr Xstreams to provide
MPEG compression and IP conversion.
The station is aLivewire IP networked
facility, so we wanted to input audio to
the Zephyr at the main site via IP. The
latest version of the Xstream hardware
includes Livewire, so we plugged it in to
a spare port on the Livewire Ethernet
witch, and configured its input source to
be from the main program Livewire
channel.
A low-cost ($50) consumer IP router
was used to connect the Latnet IP radio
to another port on the Ethernet switch.
This router was "locked down" to pass
only the required audio signals and thus
to isolate the Livewire network from any
Bankovs ( standing) and Assistant Engineer
other traffic on the external network.
Karlis Malkays use the Telos Xstream.
The Xstream provides two ( identical)
RTP/UDP streams, one for each site.
age at one of the sites, caused by a power failure
Each remote site has asmall studio setup for local
affecting the ISP's equipment center. A UPS was
programming. The Zephyr Xstream delivers its
supposed to provide backup, but aswitch in the path
audio via analog connections to aconsole fader
was mistakenly not connected to the UPS.
input. DSL lines provide the IP connection. Again,
Fortunately, the folks at Latnet were serious about
these are firewalled with alow-cost router inserted
offering a high-reliability guaranteed connection
between the DSL line and the Zephyr. The routers
and were willing to fix the problem by making sure
have additional LAN ports that are connected to oththe rest of the equipment was placed on the UPS.
er PCs that are used for non-real-time audio transfer.
Other than that, no problems. The ISP's promise
We were concerned about delay, wanting the
of
guaranteed bandwidth has been kept, and the IP
lowest possible value so people listening to live
option has proven to be a satisfactory studio- totelephone calls would not be confused ( we do not
transmitter link.
use a profanity delay). So we initially set our
The project was far easier than Ihad imagined.
Xstreams to the lowest buffer setting, 250 ms. We
Basic IT skills were necessary. "Much easier than if
were not sure if such low asetting would work, but
we had attempted an RF STL. Even a single hop
we decided that the best strategy would be to start
SIL would have required considerable effort to
with aminimum value and increase it in small steps
obtain licenses, plus the work of installing the RF
until any audio drop-outs stopped.
equipment," said Malkays. Latnet even took care of
It turned out that the minimum setting worked
the RF link so our involvement was minimal.
without problem. Fortunately, the IP network had
For more information, contact Telos Systems in
very low jitter.
Cleveland at (216) 241-7225 or visit www.telosMy assistant engineer, Karlis Malkays, and Iwonsystems.com. •
dered if 128 kbps would provide sufficient quality
reliable FiOS or ADSL, or for whom the MRC of a
managed IP link is out of reach.
In addition, given that the WorldNet Oslo units
are modular, we only need to purchase additional
Continued from page 30
cards, not awhole new system, should we need to
add in additional programming or other services in
ing vital quality-impacting stats like dropped packets,
the future.
misconfigured packets and buffer over-runs.
In summary, WXXI chose the APT solution
The CMS also allows us to make changes to the
because it provided high-quality audio with low
IP connection parameters like packet size, buffer
latency, modular design and easy reconfiguration.
size, QOS values and bit rates should remedial
We found, during testing, that the APT equipment
action be required to right anetwork issue.
performed well across our multi-hop, bi-directional
One of the major reasons for migrating to IP was
IP radio system.
the cost-effectiveness. And the APT/ Proxim soluFor more information, including pricing, contact
tion was acompetitively priced solution, working
out at just over $3,000 per channel end-to-end. It is a APT in New Jersey at ( 800) 955-APTX ( 2789) or
suitable solution for those stations who can't get a visit www.aptx.com.
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What happens when your reality turns out to be better than your dreams? How is it possible to fit this
much remote broadcast capability into apackage so portable and so easy to use? Questions asked by
more than one user of the new Comrex ACCESS portable.
Plug it in... Fire it up... and Relax... When you're armed with the Comrex ACCESS portable you know its
going to work and you know its going to sound great. DSL, Cable Modem, WiFi, 3G Cellular, POTS,
Satellite: No matter which transport method you choose, the Comrex ACCESS portable has got you covered.
Making this all possible is BRIC ( Broadcast Reliable Internet Codec), atechnology exclusive to Comrex.
BRIC smooths out the unreliable and unpredictable packet timing inherent in Internet connections,
delivering worry-free audio performance with minimum buffering delay. Use the ACCESS all by itself,
with your own favorite mixer, or with the convenient Comrex 5-channel sidecar mixer.
Want to learn more about how ACCESS and BRIC can make your life easier? Just call the audio
professionals at Bradley Broadcast..., proudly carrying the full line of Comrex equipment for over twenty
years. Be sure to ask for the FREE booklet explaining the Comrex BRIC technology. Or check out the
complete ACCESS information at vAvw.bradleybroadcastcom/access
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Zephyr Does Double Duty for Radio Skonto
Telos Xstream ISDN Codecs Provide Identical RTP/UDP Streams
For Two Remote Studios, Each More Than 150 Miles Away
by Ivo Bankovs
Engineer
Radio Skonto
RIGA, Latvia When Radio Skonto received licenses for transmitters in two other cities, management was pleased. But for me
it posed aproblem.
How would Iget the signal from the studio in Riga to the distant
cities of Rezekne and Liepaja, each about 155 miles away? Oldtechnology telco audio service was expensive. Installing my own
STL radio system would be impractical due to the need for interme-
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•Studio to transmitter link system.
•Link transmitter with 20 W power
output.
•Available in frequencies from 200 to
960 MHz supplied in 20 MHz bands.
•High stability oscillator.
•LCD screen display for parameter
selection and readings as follows:
-frequency (6digits).
-forward / reflected power.
-modulation level.
-pilot signal ( 19 KHz) sampling while in
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..Audio inputs: mono
balanced, stereo
(MPX), and 3 SCA.
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protection.
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diate repeaters and towers — if Icould get alicense.
So Iasked a local Internet Service Provider,
Latnet, if it would be possible to use IP links to the
two sites. Fortunately, the ISP was able to offer a
guaranteed bandwidth service to the two sites at a
cost much lower than the alternatives.
To avoid paying telco costs, Latnet
installed a 26 GHz IP radio link with
equipment made by Netro from the
Radio Skonto studios to its point- ofpresence in Riga. Radio Skonto contracted for 384 kbps from the Riga studio and 256 kbps at each of the remote
sites, providing plenty of margin for
packet overhead.

and were ready to increase to ahigher rate if we were
to hear compression artifacts. But after a month of
on-air operation, we decided to stay with this lower
rate. MPEG AAC has been officially designated as
"indistinguishable from the source" at 128 kbps by
the European Broadcasting Union, so this was pretty
much what Telos had told him to expect.
The system has been in operation for over nine
months and is working well. There was asingle out-

Livewire network
Radio Skonto decided to use Telos
Systems' Zephyr Xstreams to provide
MPEG compression and IP conversion.
The station is aLivewire IP networked
facility, so we wanted to input audio to
the Zephyr at the main site via IP. The
latest version of the Xstream hardware
includes Livewire, so we plugged it in to
a spare port on the Livewire Ethernet
switch, and configured its input source to
be from the main program Livewire
channel.
A low-cost ($50) consumer IP router
was used to connect the Latnet IP radio
to another port on the Ethernet switch.
This router was "locked down" to pass
only the required audio signals and thus
to isolate the Livewire network from any
Bankovs ( standing) and Assistant Engineer
other traffic on the external network.
Karlis Malkays use the Telos )(stream.
The Xstream provides two ( identical)
RTP/UDP streams, one for each site.
age at one of the sites, caused by a power failure
Each remote site has asmall studio setup for local
affecting the ISP's equipment center. A UPS was
programming. The Zephyr Xstream delivers its
supposed to provide backup, but aswitch in the path
audio via analog connections to aconsole fader
was mistakenly not connected to the UPS.
input. DSL lines provide the IP connection. Again,
Fortunately, the folks at Latnet were serious about
these are firewalled with alow-cost router inserted
offering a high-reliability guaranteed connection
between the DSL line and the Zephyr. The routers
and were willing to fix the problem by making sure
have additional LAN ports that are connected to oththe rest of the equipment was placed on the UPS.
er PCs that are used for non-real-time audio transfer.
Other than that, no problems. The ISP's promise
We were concerned about delay, wanting the
of guaranteed bandwidth has been kept, and the IP
lowest possible value so people listening to live
option has proven to be a satisfactory studio- totelephone calls would not be confused ( we do not
transmitter link.
use a profanity delay). So we initially set our
The project was far easier than Ihad imagined.
Xstreams to the lowest buffer setting, 250 ms. We
Basic IT skills were necessary. "Much easier than if
were not sure if such low asetting would work, but
we had attempted an RF STL. Even a single hop
we decided that the best strategy would be to start
STL would have required considerable effort to
with aminimum value and increase it in small steps
obtain licenses, plus the work of installing the RF
until any audio drop-outs stopped.
equipment," said Malkays. Latnet even took care of
It turned out that the minimum setting worked
the RF link so our involvement was minimal.
without problem. Fortunately, the IP network had
For more information, contact Telos Systems in
very low jitter.
Cleveland at (216) 241-7225 or visit www.telosMy assistant engineer, Karlis Malkays, and Iwonsystems.com. •
dered if 128 kbps would provide sufficient quality
reliable FiOS or ADSL, or for whom the MRC of a
managed IP link is out of reach.
In addition, given that the WorldNet Oslo units
are modular, we only need to purchase additional
Continued from page 30
cards, not awhole new system, should we need to
add in additional programming or other services in
ing vital quality-impacting stats like dropped packets,
the future.
misconfigured packets and buffer over-runs.
In summary, WXXI chose the APT solution
The CMS also allows us to make changes to the
because it provided high-quality audio with low
IP connection parameters like packet size, buffer
latency, modular design and easy reconfiguration.
size, QOS values and bit rates should remedial
We found, during testing, that the APT equipment
action be required to right anetwork issue.
performed well across our multi- hop, bi-directional
One of the major reasons for migrating to IP was
IP radio system.
the cost-effectiveness. And the APT/ Proxim soluFor more information, including pricing, contact
tion was acompetitively priced solution, working
out at just over $3,000 per channel end-to-end. It is a APT in New Jersey at ( 800) 955-APTX ( 2789) or
suitable solution for those stations who can't get a visit www.aptx.com.
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Introducing our next
generation of IP Audio Codecs
featuring

$0 peima

IP DUAL AUDIO CODEE

•Includes LAN, ISDN U St. S/1",
and X.21 interfaces standard
•Auto backup to ISBN from
IP or X.21
•Built-in Web server for
control and monitor from
remote locations
•Includes SIP protocol over IP,
MPEG2, MPEG3, MP2/4 AAC,
apt-X, G.722, G.711 & PCM
•Portable and Decoder Only
versions also available

•
•Lp to 14 full -featured IP
codecs housed in one unit

Aix

MULTIPLE IP CODEE

•Each module is hot-swappable
•Ideal for multicast applications
•Redundant Power Supplies
•Comes fully loaded with every
available algorithm included
•Monitor large systems with
SNMP management

Visit our website to view the MUSICAM USA Product Portfolio and contact MUSICAM USA, the IP
technology leader, for more information about how easily our products can help you master the
"audio over IP" direction for your station(s). We are already shipping products to major groups
and small stations alike. Check our references and let's go!

CCS

MUSICAM USA

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
phone: 732-739-5600 - fax: 732-739-1818
email: sales@musicamusa.com
web: www.musicamusa.com
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Live from the Cornfields of Iowa
Country Station Broadcasts From ' Old-Fashioned' Fair
With RemoteMix 4 Featuring Bluetooth Technology
by Edwin Brand
Operations Manager
KMGO(FM)
CENTERVILLE, Iowa As akick-off to
every summer, KMGO(FM) Radio sponsors the biggest country concert of the
year in southern Iowa at the Wapello
County Fairgrounds in Eldon. We also
provide live coverage of the entire fair's
events and activities (our owner is president of the fair board).
As with any big promotion for our 100
kW country powerhouse, we demand
complete live and local coverage, which
for most remote situations is not usually a
problem, except this particular concert is
at a county fair in an extremely
rural area.
From apicturesque old-fashioned fair,
we broadcast all varieties of live content
over five days, from cattle shows to our
own produced country talent showdown
— all live.
This much coverage can become quite
aheadache. That's why the arrival of our
JK Audio RemoteMix 4 telephone interface was as refreshing as aglass of lemonade from the carnival.
Stealing the show
The new demo unit arrived a week
before the county fair was scheduled to
start. This gave us plenty of time to set it

up in our test environments and let the air
staff try out the unit they'd be dealing with
extensively the following week.
We've used several of the JK Audio
RemoteMix Sport units in past years, for
the high school and college athletic con-

Brand, KMGO Morning Host Russ
and the RemoteMlx 4.
tent we originate, and this unit had many
new and exciting features. Four XLR mic
inputs with aswitchable pad on 3 and 4
for line levels, four separate headphone
level controls, bass boost and limiter on
the phone send, and the biggest wow factor: Bluetooth connectivity, the coolest
and most innovative feature.
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Mobile, Studio Rise

4110
...like promotions that are easy to sell, apleasure to air, and make
you lots of money? We're all about that. Please take
aniornent to visit G RACE BROADCAST.COM and check out our : Wsales

Most of our station's arsenal of remote
and sports cell phones have been updated
in the last six months to newer Motorola
models, which means they no longer have
easily connectable headphone jacks to get
the audio in and out of them. The
Bluetooth feature on the RemoteMix 4
solves this problem handily, allowing a
full bandwidth stereo connection between
not only awireless phone but also alaptop
or any other Bluetoothenabled device.
Set up was easy and
accomplished by flicking a
switch on the front of the
unit and setting the wireless
phones
to
use
the
RemoteMix 4 as you would
with any Bluetooth accessory. After a couple of seconds, we were ready to
broadcast via cell phone
(with the phone still in the
remote bag).
Audio over this connection is limited to 3.4 kHz to
actually send back through
the phone, but if you're takOcker
ing aBluetooth feed out of
the mixer into a recording
unit or laptop, you can achieve 20 kHz
response in the wireless headphone mode,
making for pristine recordings/air checks
of the content.
The fair runs Wednesday evening
through Sunday, which means we usually
set up our remote equipment Wednesday
morning and check out essentials such as
cables and power. Our local cable company provides ahigh-speed Internet drop for
our IP codec from Tieline to get the bulk

I

AEQ says it has finalized the development of its Phoenix IP audio codec
line. The series consists of Phoenix
Mobile and Phoenix Studio, each of
which has two slots for inserting
optional communication modules.
Initially, POTS will be the first available module, but ISDN, X21, V35 and
GSM are coming soon.
Phoenix Mobile is suitable for
portable use, with a digital mixer with
four analog inputs, internal Li- Ion battery, protective cover for the display
and controls and 12 V DC power supply/charger. It can be hung over the
shoulder for broadcasting via a 3G or
satellite telephone with IP connectivity, or through a forthcoming GSM
module.
Phoenix Mobile, in a temporary fixed location such as on
a laptop, can communicate

August 1, 2007

of our live produced content back to our
main studios located an hour away from
the fairgrounds.
This year, setup was much easier. The
RemoteMix 4, with its four XLR mic
inputs, can double as afront-end mixer for
our IP codec. We plugged four Serniheiser
wireless mics into the unit and fed the
Bluetooth wireless headphone audio into
the laptop we use for remote control of our
Google SS32 automation system back in
Centerville. This gave us an air check of our
remotes, which made the sales folks happy.
Once we had the RemoteMix 4 wired
for sound, we plugged the XLR output
into our Tieline codec, plugged the codec
into the Internet feed and within 10 minutes had acrystal-clear audio feed from
the fairgrounds.
As abackup to the Internet feed (cable
never goes out, right?), we kept two of our
sports phones on standby to switch over to
in case of a failure. Though we didn't
need them, we did at times purposely drop
the Internet and dial the auto-coupler back
at the station though the RemoteMix 4
Bluetooth connection.
Despite being cell-quality, the audio
was clear and it was easy to switch the
mixer's Bluetooth feed to the Motorola
phones to dial the studios. Even our morning show host figured out how to do this
within acouple of tries.
We were impressed with the RemoteMix
4. Our engineers thought it was durable and
well built — it survived five 90-degree days
at adusty fair environment, where it may
have been dropped once or twice. Our air
staff loved the individual headphone level
controls and bright LED meter on the front
panel. And the Bluetooth technology
ensures we'll be able to interface it with our
wireless phones in the future.
For more information, including pricing, contact JK Audio in Illinois at (800)
552-8346 or visit www.jkaudio.com. •

with a standard IP codec, and with the
optional ISDN module with most ISDN
codecs, X21/V35 and telephone
hybrids, and by means of the POTS
module with other Phoenix codecs.
Phoenix Studio communicates with
standard IP codecs through IP networks or other data circuits that can be
converted to IP such as 3G or satellite
telephones or digital radio links. Like
the Mobile, it communicates via the
optional modules with most ISDN
codecs, X21/V35 and telephone
hybrids, and by means of the POTS
module with other Phoenix codecs.
For more information, contact AEQ
Broadcast in Florida at (800) 728-0536
or visit www.aeqbroadcast.com. •

NEW DIRECTIONS. NEW DEFINITIONS. NEW DEVICES.

The NAB Radio Show® promis as to deliver aone-of-a- kind

• New Directions — Find out how new technologies are changing

networking opportunity for station professionals representing
all formats and market sizes. D'scover what's hot, what's not,
and how to boost your stations success.This year's focus is on:

your marke:s and learn w -lat works (and what doesn't).
• New Definitions — Gain insight into how PPM will revolutiDnize
the way you define and track your audience.
• New Devices — Go Digital. Discover multicasting and wi -eless
data text options.
Register today for the most explosive week in radio!

"The NAB Radio Show technical sessions are very valuable
for engineers.This year's RF Safety Course alone covers
issues of extreme importance to all practicing engineers."

Talmage Ball
Vice President of Engineering
Bonneville Interinational

(HE NAB
September 26-28, 2007
INCLUDE
SESSIONS

Charlotte Convention Center
Charlotte, North Carolina

CONVENTION

wWW.

nabradioshow.coni
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STL-IP Enables Stations to Share Content
Family Life Radio's 16 Stations Share Programming From One Location With Audio Over IP
The STL-IP is described as a "transmission grade unit for live audio over IP," so it
a. DOM
is made for performance in 24/7/365 live
SIL - IP
•
audio distribution applications like STL
and, in our case, program distribution
AudioTX STL-IP
TUCSON, Ariz. Family Life Radio is
between stations, and even for remotes. It
always looking for new ways to create syncan be used as needed over private netNew
Mexico
and
Arizona.
AudioTX sn-tp, ashared programming
ergy between our large, and growing, numworks (managed and unmanaged), dedicatWe were introduced to the STL-IP by
concept that isn't entirely new to our organiber of stations.
ed point-to-point connections, wireless netBroadcast Electronics.
zation.
In this regard, no other technology has
works, satellite and Internet.
We've been uplinking program content
impacted our organization as much as the
The great thing is that once you get into
Missing
link
on
satellite
from
our
Tucson
studio
to
each
AudioTX STL-IP, an audio-over-IP unit
working over IP, the method of delivering
AudioTX Sil-IP uses the latest codee
of our stations for some time. The cost of
manufactured by MDOUK and distributed
the network is irrelevant as long as it relisatellite, however, eats up agood portion of technology to transmit and receive up to 24
and supported in the United States by
ably transports IP packets (just like acombit, 96 kHz broadcast quality audio. It can
any savings we might realize in personnel
Broadcast Electronics.
puter network).
be
set
up
as
singleor
bi-directional,
stereo
and
real
estate,
which
is
why
we
looked
into
This unit makes it possible for our 16
One AudioTX STL-IP unit can transmit
or mono, linear (uncompressed) or comthe AudioTX gm-1p as an alternative for
radio stations in eight states to share proaudio on six simultaneous connections,
pressed audio using avariety of algorithms,
sending shared programming over IP netgramming from asingle location, whether
each using different audio coding and netincluding MPEG Layer 2, Layer 3, J.41,
works to our various stations.
stations have astudio or not. Programming
work protocols if desired. Audio can even
ADPCM,
G.722,
AAC,
AAC
Low-Delay
Family
Life
has
stations
in
Michigan,
is located at our KFLR(FM) studio in
be sent to an unlimited number of destinaand HE-AAC v2.
Wisconsin, Georgia, Florida, Texas, Kansas,
Tucson, and distributed via IP using the
tions using UDP Multicast. These features
will be important to Family Life when we
move into HD Radio data and multicasting
in the near future.
There also are larger models in the
1010PE is that you can encode multiple range: the STL-IP-16 and STL-IP-8, which
only stations and an inexpensive way to
by Rusty Hodge
simultaneous streams at bit rates from 8 have up to 16 inputs and outputs and can be
run side channels.
General Manager
to 320 kbps using both HTTP and RTSP used to send multiple audio channels
The 1010PE software is tied to the
SomaFM Internet Radio
3GPP mobile streaming formats. 3GPP between sites, or can be installed in central
serial number of the 1100 card, so no
SomaFM.com
mobiles are not deployed widely in the locations (Tucson in our case) and can then
hardware dongle or online registration is
send any number of different audio chanUnited States, but are internationally.
needed to activate the software. If you're
SAN FRANCISCO SomaFM is an
Orban's free aacPlus decoder for nels to each of our radio stations.
driving the 1100 card from an external
Internet-only "radio" station broadcastCompared to satellite, the AudioTX
Windows Media Player handles aacPlus
signal, you'll need to solder up aDB-25
ing since 1999.
as well as AAC streams in both HTTP STLAP offers far better audio quality too.
connector, which plugs into the back of
We have always been concerned with
(Shoutcast/Icecast format) as well as Our satellite feed ran at 128 kbps. We can
sound quality, so when we first went on
3GPP RTSP formats. This means you send audio over IP, and increase the bit rate
the air, we were broadcasting in MP3
could stream in a single 3GPP format, per stereo channel to 256 kbps — and at the
formats, which Ithought sounded better
and cover phones as well as listeners same time cut costs. With the AAC Codee
than the other formats (Real Audio and
with Windows Media Player. We prefer Pack option, using MPEG4 AAC allows for
Windows Media) at the time. We have
the
flexibility of encoding in multiple studio grade stereo program from only 64
always strived to have the streams with
formats, so we offer 32 kbps, 40 kbps kbps (and actually works right down to 14
the best sound quality, but this historiand 64 kbps versions of the aacPlus kbps).
cally has come at acost tradeoff. Higher
Another draw is that this audio-over-IP
streams.
quality meant higher bandwidth, which
unit
offers an individually addressable way
We
also
use
the
1010PE
to
encode
a
meant higher costs for streaming.
Optimod-PC 1100
128 kbps AAC stream for our listeners to deliver audio to each station, which
However, that all changed with the
who want the highest fidelity possible. makes it easier to prioritize traffic and comthe 1100 card. The 1100 comes with
advent of aacPlus. The first time Iheard
We do this more as anovelty than any- municate over WAN, plus customize feeds
software that lets you control its internal
a32 kbps aacPlus stream, Iwas amazed.
thing else, we only offer limited stream as needed.
mixer to select between the Windows
It almost sounded as good as 128 kbps
As for connections, the unit has ample
capacity for the 128 kbps AAC stream,
audio input, the balanced analog input
MP3, and it is one quarter the bandbut we are considering offering it as a audio, network and data connections; XLR
(on the DB-25) or the AES-3 or S/PDIF
width. Bandwidth is one of our biggest
premium level service to our sub- for both analog and digital audio input and
digital inputs (also on the DB-25).
costs, so transitioning our listeners away
output; BNC for external wordclock if
scribers.
Initially, we started with a 40 kbps
from 128 kbps MP3 to 64 kbps, 48 kbps
45 for the IP network conWe used the 1010PE with both required; and Ristream and added a48 kbps stream and
or lower bit rates, we can save substanShoutcast ( free, but not open- source) nection.
invited our listeners to compare them.
tial money in our bandwidth costs.
It also can send serial data (RS-232) and
servers and the open- source Darwin
Most people agreed that the 48 kbps
For example, during our peak listenStreaming Server on Linux. It also GPIO (logic level TTL signals) alongside
stream sounded better than the 128 kbps
ing time (around noon Pacific time), our
works with the commercial Quicktime the audio.
MP3 streams, and that the 40 kbps
most popular channel will have more
So we decided to try the unit, and I
Streaming Server, which is part of OSX
streams
sounded
about
the
same
as
the
than 2,500 concurrent 128 kbps MP3 lisServer from Apple. If you are buying installed the AudioTX Sil-IP between our
128 kbps MP3 streams.
teners. Each concurrent 128 kbps listenOSX Server just for the streaming server Tucson and Phoenix stations as atest run
The biggest problem with aacPlus is
er we can transition to 64 kbps or lower
support, you can get away with buying early this year.
that there haven't been enough players
bit rates will save us over $ 10 ayear. By
Corporate engineers in Tucson set up the
the $495 " 10 user limited" version as it
that
supported
it.
Winamp
5.04
was
the
transitioning just half of those 128 kbps
has no limits on the number of stream- unit at our Tucson studio to convert linear
first, but now Orban has released afree
listeners to 64 kbps aacPlus, the bandaudio to a256 kbps bit stream, which then
ing server connections.
plug-in for Windows Media Player that
width savings more than pay for the
Darwin Streaming Server can exhibit passes through our network fuewall and out
gives it support for aacPlus. Also, the
Orban 1100/1010PE system in asingle
some quirks with some flavors of afiber link for distribution. A Tl drop at
open source VLC player plays aacPlus
month.
Linux, and I'm told it works best under each station receives the audio, each indion Windows, Mac and Linux. More and
The 1010PE is part of a system that
FreeBSD. But it works flawlessly under vidually addressed and decoded by an
more players are supporting aacPlus, the
includes the Optimod-PC 1100 card and
OSX Server, so if you have a spare AudioTX Sil-IP unit.
notable
exception
being
iTunes.
the 1010PE encoder, which interfaces
A notable benefit of this audio-over-IP
$500 and want a turnkey solution, the
with the 1100 card. Together, the audio
One of the biggest problems with
most Internet radio broadcasts is the
limited version of OSX Server is the system is its bi-directional capability, which
quality is great.
way to go. For HTTP streaming, you gives us two-way communication between
lack of proper audio processing, and the
can also use the open source Icecast our main studio and stations for on-air
Side-channel solution
lack of a "board op" riding levels. So
monitoring and EAS and transmitter reportservers.
song-to- song level differences will be
I rushed to get one of the
The 1010PE software has been reli- ing. We also are pleased with the units
significant, especially when being lis1010PE/1100 encoders and Optimod-PC
able. As Iwrite this, our system, which audio delay, which spec'd out at 5 ms or
tened to in anoisy environment such as
cards and started broadcasting our most
is running under Windows XP SP2, has less.
an office or on a mobile device. The
popular channel in aacPlus. Installation
The AudioTX Sil-IP retails for $2,800.
been up without areboot for 245 days.
Optimod 1100, which is basically an
is easy. The 1100 looks like a sound
For more information, contact
For more information, including priccard to Windows, so you can even run a Orban 6200 DAB processor on acard, is
ing, contact Orban in Arizona at (480) Broadcast Electronics in Illinois at (217)
awonderful solution to this.
playout system and encoders on the
224-9600 or visit www.bdcast.com.
403-8300 or visit www.orban.com.
Another important feature of the
same machine; this is great for Internetby Robert Mumm
Director of Engineering
Family Life Radio
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Orban Makes Audio Pop for SomaFM
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DSPXtreme
AUDIO

PROCESSOR

Extreme

PROCESSING
The DSPXtreme is the newest addition to BW Broadcast's
DSPX range of audio processors and we've included a
few new features you wouldn't normally expect in an
audio processor.

The first thing you will notice is the 2RU form factor wn.ch now
includes two colour screens - one of which is touch sensitive.
As well as looking great, the touch screen removes the ieed
for jogvvheels, joysticks and buttons allowing you to navigate,
setup and control the DSDXtreme with atouch of your finger.

Behind the stylish front panel you'll find

output paths allowing HD and FM ser-

ity options. These include an Ethernet

we've included more of the features that

vices to be processed simultaneously

port for LAN or WAN access, an RS232

have made the DSPX range of processors

wthout compromise. SimJIcastirg of

serial port and an 802.11 ( WIFI) Wireless

among the best in the world. If you don't
need all the features, no problem, the

FM and HD service is not aproblem us-

interface. If you don't require a full user

ing the diversity delay feature.

interface a remote trigger port is avail-

DSPXtreme is available in four different

able that allows preset selection through

versions with tailored hardware and pro-

With 6- Bands of audio limit ng, distor-

gramming features: FM, AM, CD, HD.

tion controlled cipping and look-Ehead

contact closures.

limiting you will have everything you

You want more? No problenn. The DSPX-

For quality FM stereo broadcasting, the

need at your fingertips to create your

treme has a flexible 'flash' upgradeable

DSPXtreme-FM includes the world class

own distinct sound for brcadcasting or

architecture which means that as we

stereo encoder found in the DSPX and

aJclio prod Jction.

cpntinue to make enhancements and

DSPXtra. As well as the standard process-

add features, you can continue to reap

ing features you'd expect in a top- line

Remote configuration and monitoring

the rewards. You can simp'y download

processor. the DSPXtreme-FM has dual

is simple with numerous conrectiv-

te upgrades from our welmite.

oadcast Equipment
Buy *

Sell *

TheMiniMA
Li]/

Wade

Your #1Source for Quality Used
Radio Broadcast Equipment!

g'f2c;uoqic &ID

Check out our latest list of Telco, Hybrids, Internet
Transport, Switching and other equipment on-line at

•

www.baycountry.com
(Website Updated Daily)

Or call - we'll fax the list to you.

WOW

Turn your excess Gear into Cash,

email list to sales@baycountry.com
877-722-1031 (Toll Free)

Smaller than the MAC,
but just as smart!

443-596-0212 (Fax)
7117 Olivia Rd - Baltimore, MD 21220

Yni
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*1pp.
1-888-89AU

The Plan B Classic is your guarantee of
delivering uninterrupted audio service.
It's three units in one:
• Digital and analog adjustable silence sensor
• iitrilt-in backup audio on CD, DVD, or Compact Flash
• Auto- dialer with clear human voice
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Ultra Slim - 30W, 50W, 100W
Exciter/Transmitters
-

New Features on the LEX Series Include:

Broer'rgt Interface

D The

DR- 10 is aDial- Up remote control with telephone
audio input and output for remote broadcasting.
If your automation works with satellite networks, you

can use the DR- 10's relay outputs to fire commercials,
liners, etc. Save $$ with no staff needed at the studio!
Use the DPDT relays to insert the phone audio directly
into the program path when necessary, especially for
emergencies or to bypass your automation sysytem.

D When

111111e---.e

-

Built-in Stereo Generator with Very— High -npa'ration and Fast Audio Clipper

• Up to Seven Frequencies, Power Levels, and Program Presets ( remote controllable):
Ideal Back Up for Multiple Stations
• Rear Panel Connection for Direct DC Battery Back Up with Auto Switch Over and
Built-in Charger
• Built-in, Front Panel User Programmable FSK ID Keyer for Auto ID of Translators

used with our Silencer Option, the DR- 10 is the

ONLY product available that completely removes DTMF
control tones from the audio path for clean remotes.

Get the DR-I0 Er start
saving money now!
www.circuitwerkes.corn
CirculiWerkes. Inc. -

cv
619 239 8462

w.bext.com

bext@bext.com
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Access Portable Takes on ' Global Adventure'
Codec Enables Live Radio Signals, Recorded Videos And Photos
To Be Sent From Sea to Web, Phoenix Station
by Keith DeGreen
Owner
The Global Adventure

station for that matter), and recorded videos
and photos to my Web site www.theglobaladventure.com.

PALAU Question: What is smaller than a
loaf of bread, weighs less than two pounds
and can transmit abroadcast-quality radio
show from asmall ship thousands of miles
out to sea, or from anywhere on land
around the world? Answer: Comrex's
Access Portable.
Iam aradio talk- show host, world
explorer and owner of The Global
Adventure, a55-foot Nordhavn full-displacement trawler. Comrex sent me its first
production unit. After a 10-minute phone
tutorial, Iwas up and running from our ship
at sea.
As an attorney and Certified Financial
Planner, Ihave broadcast aweekly personal
finance radio show on talk giant
ICFYI(AM) in Phoenix for 19 years. When
Isold my investment advisory business last
fall, Iwanted to continue my program
while traveling around the world aboard
my ship.
It took nearly ayear, but Iwas able to
piece together the latest and best technology to accomplish my goal of converting my
Nordhavn into afloating communications
beacon — capable of sending live broadcast-quality radio signals to KFYI (or any

Anywhere at sea
Broadcasting with the portable Access
unit while at sea starts with aKVH Fleet 77
SAT-COM unit, mounted in adome high
on the stack of The
Global Adventure. I
use this system to
access the Stratos
satellite system.
The satellite time is
expensive — about $6
per minute before discounts for usage —
but currently the only
system with global
coverage for ships at
sea. We view the
approximate expense
of $ 1,000 for athreehour show to be acost
of doing business.
Access Portable Seated in the Access Mixer
But the secret to
producing broadcastquality transmissions for our radio show is
studio control room. From there it is broadthe Access Portable.
cast live to radio listeners.
The Access unit digitizes my voice and
The broadcast actually sounds as if Iam
interfaces with the on-board KVH Fleet 77
in the KFYI studio. It's so clear Isomesystem. The data signal is then beamed to
times wonder if people might think I'm

one of Inmarsat's geostationary satellites.
When the Inmarsat signal rains down on
the United States it is picked up by an
Inmarsat earth station and transmitted via
the public Internet to areceiving Access
unit at KFYI. The receiving unit "unwinds"
the digital conversion and interfaces with
the station's transmission equipment in the

really still in Phoenix and making up the
whole trip.
Ikeep two Access units on board: the
older rack-mounted version, which Inow
use as backup, and the portable version.
Comex literally sent us its first portable
unit off the production line. It's no larger
than asmall loaf of bread. As long as Ican
connect to the Internet with either ahardwire plug, by WiFi or by directly by satellite, Ican literally broadcast from anywhere
in the world.
Meanwhile, Ihave already made extensive on- land use of my Comrex Access
Portable.
I've used the system to broadcast the
show from hotels, yacht clubs and homes in
Honolulu, Majuro, Pohnpei and Palau. And
the Internet speed in the Pacific Islands is
slow. Ieven brought it with me when Iflew
back to attend my high school reunion in
Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
The system may be used by connecting
directly into ahard-wired Internet outlet, or
by using the WiFi capabilities of alaptop.
For good measure, Ialso have invested
in aB-Gan unit, the portable SAT-COM
transmission equipment used by reporters
in remote locations. The Access Portable is
capable of interfacing with the B-Gan,
again providing broadcast-quality signals
from the most remote locations.
For more information, contact Comrex
in Massachusetts at (800) 237-1776 or
visit www.comrex.com.

Digifon Bridges Connectivity Gap With Suprima
by Dave Immer
Fouider/ISDN Production
Specialist
Digifon
FAIRFIELD, Conn. Digifon is abroadcast audio bridging service providing connectivity between incompatible equipment
and networks to production and post-production studios, broadcasters, ad agencies,
talent, etc.
An example would be enabling alive
two-way connection between an ISDN
codee facility and an IP codee user. Every
day we connect amultitude of different
facilities. Digifon also sells ISDN/IP
codecs.
Ireceived two of the Musicam USA
Suprima codecs in June and eagerly set
them up. Ialways like trying out new stuff
in hopes of finding abetter/faster/more
organized approach to the various and
sometimes-complicated connections Ineed
to manage daily. After plugging in the
cables and powering up Ispent ashort time
checking out the front-panel LCD screen
menus and options.
Performance review
Due to the 2x20 character screen, one
must often go four or five levels down into
the menu tree to set the desired parameter
and even more to create speed-dial entries.
But common functions like initiating/dropping ISDN or IP connections are done easily with minimum button-pushes and the
sequence of menus and responses to selections seem to be intuitive and thoughtfully
laid out.
Then Ilaunched my Windows Internet

Explorer browser and logged into the local
IP address Iset on the Suprima. Alas, it
only works within the ActiveX environment on Windows PCs. Ihope that support
for other browsers and Macs will be a
future upgrade.

which cannot enter letters.
Active button objects on the main screen
highlight in red when you cursor-over, a
useful feature if you are adistance from
your monitor. There are large VU meters
for left and right input and output, asystem
health window for voltage, temperature, fan
RPM and relay I/O status.
When you select IP
as the connection mode,
astreaming meter pops
on that shows you packet activity. This gives
you a moment- to moment report on
whether the packets are
arriving either before or
after predicted. If there
is too much jitter, resulting in an unreliable
transmission, the far-end
unit can increase the
Dave lmmer and the Musicam USA Suprima
"time between packets"
What the front-panel LCD screen lacks,
to smooth it out. You can accomplish a
the browser remote control interface makes
similar result by adjusting the receive
up for. The text and graphic objects are
buffer locally.
large, color-coded and can be seen from
A nifty feature in the configuration winacross the room. Configuration and data
dow is the Streaming Test section. Here
entry are managed conveniently with a you can run agraphic analysis of the downseries of sub- windows and drop-down
load and upload rate between the local and
menus.
remote units to give you abit rate report,
The configuration window is particularly
and observe the severity of the jitter of the
nice with an index on the left always visible
connection. You can then use this informaand alarge space to the right with plenty of
tion to help you select your optimum setinfo pertaining to your index choice.
tings.
Needless to say, entering data from acomWhile all the interface and control feaputer keyboard is vastly easier than using
tures are nice, what happens when you
the limited button set on the front panel,
actually use this thing?

The audio quality is great, especially
when you can operate at the higher bit rates
via IP. Local area and private networks will
be able to use the PCM mode for linear
uncompressed audio. The range of available codee algorithms is impressive: G.711
(the Suprima auto-answers and senses an
incoming POTS call via the ISDN); G.722,
MPEG Layer 2and Layer 3, MPEG AAC
LC, Low Delay and HE, Standard and
Enhanced apt-X.
In ISDN mode, the Suprima accepts one
BRI line and is compatible with them.
Using the apt-X mode with ISDN, you are
able to connect to any of the existing APT
units out there, albeit at 128 kbps ( 15 kHz
mono). In addition to IP and ISDN,
X.21N.35 network interfaces are standard
features.
We expect the Internet to eclipse ISDN
as the preferred connection method in the
future and although the telcos in the United
States slowly are phasing it out, ISDN still
remains the most reliable (due to its circuitswitched, synchronous nature) and compatible (in light of all the installed ISDN systems out there) approach for broadcast
audio. But looking toward that future,
Suprima supports the EBU draft standard
of SIP/SAP for compatibility with other IP
codecs following the EBU standard.
The Suprima is aversatile codee system
with numerous features making it suitable
for many applications including production
work, STL primary and backup, multicast,
unicast and multi-unicast (permitting multicasting over the public Internet).
For more information, contact
Musicam USA in New Jersey at ( 732)
739-5600 or www.musicamusa.com.
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WMVP Packs Commander G3 for Blarney Island
Recently, Chicago's WMVP(AM) ESPN Radio
1000 was faced with this question: If you had to do a
remote from a small island, which codec would you
choose?
Tasked with doing afour-hour remote from Blarney
Island for "The Mac, Jurko and Harry Show," WMVP
Engineer and Technical Producer Bob Boxer selected
the Tieline Commander G3 to provide an audio over IP
solution from an island to the mainland. Boxer says he
was able to pull off the island remote twice, each with
adifferent IP setup.
"I always said I'd use an IP solution when there was
one as good as an ISDN connection, and this remote
was as good as ISDN," said Boxer. "Isee IP as aquicker way of getting last-minute events done at a lower
cost.
"The question was how to get the audio off the
island, as there were no phone lines:' he said.
The Commander G3 on Blarney Island was hooked

Boxer and WMVP Chief Engineer John Hurni

into the island's own Internet drop via aDHCP connection, and the audio was then sent to the studio where
another Tieline received it.
"We had a nice stable connection with minimal
delay and there were no apparent audio artifacts," said
Boxer. The connection was at 96 kbps.
Boxer and the WMVP engineering crew are using
the Commander G3 for aweekly radio remote done at
Mike Ditka's restaurant in Chicago.
Tieline says its Commander G3 studio and field
rack-mount codecs can be configured before they are
sent to the remote broadcast site, as was the case for
WMVP, so talent need only know how to plug in power, atelco line, an audio input and then dial anumber.
Additionally, Commander G3 now offers wireless
broadband cellular connectivity.
For more information, contact Tieline Technology
in Indianapolis at ( 888) 211-6989 or visit
www.tieline.com.
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AM Antenna Solutions

Model CRW-S

Reach Farther. Sound Better'

dommuoim
Price $ 540.00

Directional Antenna
Systems

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All
seven frequencies. SAME decoding demutes
receiver, closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm
rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in first IF.,
ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET
front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel
(±25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19" rack mount, 1.75" H,
all metal enclosure. In stock — available for
immediate delivery.

Diplexer/Triplexer
Systems

LBA is your trusted supplier for IBOC-ready
AM antenna systems.
For over 40 years we
have been designing and manufacturing reliable
Directional Antenna Systems, ATU's, Multiplexers,
Combiners, Cellular/PCS Colocation Isolators,
and RF Components for all power levels.
Choose an LBA system and join thousands
of satisfied broadcasters in the US and
worldwide'
LBA can also design, manage, install
and finance your complete RF project.
Please call us for a free technical
consultation'

High-Power Antenna
Tuning Units

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
www.gonnan-redlich.coimg@gomutnredlich.com

RF Components

Factory Dealer For:
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LBA Technology, Inc.
3400 Tupper Drive. Greenville NC 27834
252-757-0279 Fax 252-752-9155
LBAGroup com
jbrown@LBAGroup cot-
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Manufacturers of Aucho 8roadcast Equipment

STEREO MATCHING CONVERTORS

Redbox RB-BL2
Single Stereo Bi Directional Matching Convertor
• For interfacing domestic, semi- pro, unbalanced
equipment to professional balanced lines.

Redbox RB-814
Dual Stereo Bi Directional Matching Convertor
b

Operates like 2xRE1-51_2 In a 1U rack.

For more information contact

cvanveen@imaspub.com

• Adjustable output gain for left & right channels.

to request a media kit.

• IEC mains inlet - no wall warts.
INDEPENDENT
For further details of the Redbox
range, visit our website at:
www.sonifex.co.uk/redbox

Radio World's Products
and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium for
marketing your products and services.

AUDIO

T:207 773 2424
E: infoeindependentaudio.com
www.independentaudio.com
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UPDATES

PhoneBox2 Flags Troublesome

Barix Software Delivers Signal

Callers, Tracks Winners

Without Delays

Broadcast Bionics is shipping its PhoneBox2 studio call handling system, which captures Caller ID information from incoming lines. It has
dynamic databases for prize winners, call history and troublesome callers.
If a call comes in from a number that has previously been flagged with
adverse call history, a warning is issued before the call is answered. New
incoming calls are added to the database by default.
PhoneBox 2
allows users to
enter address and
other details for
prize
winners.
The system can
then prompt other
staff to dispatch
prizes using email.
The phonebook
facility enables
users to call listeners back quickly. Users pick the
number from the
caller database
that captured their
PhoneBox 2 Drivetime Screen
details when they
called, and hit the
dial button. The company says there also is ample room for information
about the caller and what they want to discuss.
PhoneBox2 counts all calls: incoming, outgoing, answered and routed
to air. The counters can be reset when desired.
A statistical analysis package is available as an option, allowing users
to process the call history database and produce reports on call levels
throughout aspecified period. Analysis by geographical area, time of day
and day of week are available, as is the ability to produce a report of
callers and topics from agiven period.
When screening calls, particularly for competitions, operators can automatically dump the previous call when taking the next so the process of
screening competition entrants is facilitated.
As an option, PhoneBox2 also can handle automated voting. Callers are
answered by a voicemail system and routed through a user-defined menu
structure. The total number of votes for each option is displayed live on
screen in the studio.
For more information, e-mail sales at sales@bionics.co.uk or visit
www.bionics.co.uk.

The Barix Real-Time Protocol software application is alow- latency streaming solution
now available in its Instreamer and Exstreamer IP audio encoding and decoding devices.
The company says it is designed for radio stations and broadcast groups that wish to deliver alive signal from one studio to multiple Internet radio outlets without the
delays associated with audio streaming.
The Barix low- latency streaming
application essentially reduces the usual
15-30 seconds of delay from PC-based
encoders to approximately 200-500 ms,
a benefit for live sports broadcasting,
talk shows or other two-way interactive
programming using Internet transport for
radio. The application can be used over a
standard broadband (DSL/cable) infrastructure and public Internet connection using compression ratios between 50-200 kbps to achieve high audio quality.
For more information, including pricing, contact Barix Technology in Minnesota at
(866) 815-0866 or visit www.barix.cotn.

Sonifex Adds Latching Relay to
Digital Hybrid
Sonifex says its DHY-03 digital telephone hybrid has been redesigned to include a
latching relay for the handset. When acall is received on the TBU, the call may be diverted to the telephone hybrid by pressing either the front panel-mounted line connect button
or by means of the remote connect switch.
Previously on the DHY-03, the telephone handset had to be replaced or the line would
be double terminated, resulting in poorer performance. However, alatching handset divert
relay has now been fitted to the DHY-03 to automatically disconnect the handset.
For more information, contact Independent Audio in Maine at (207) 773-2424 or visit
www.sonifex.com.

LINE CONNECT

•

Enhanced Low Delay AAC
Added to Flashman II

Nx12 Supports 8 Consoles, 4 Hybrids
Telos Systems introduced the Nx12, aself-contained 12- line talk show
system with support for up to eight control surfaces and which includes
four hybrids. Each hybrid has its own Omnia AGC noise gate for callerto-caller consistency.
Along with hybrid functions, Nx12 includes echo cancellation for VoIP
and cellular callers. Two Program-on- Hold inputs and two analog ( or
AES) outputs allow for the Nx12 to handle the telephone needs of two
stations simultaneously.
Features include long- tail echo suppression; caller ID support for
POTS and analog; digital dynamic EQ; pitch shifter for feedback control;
adjustable caller override; call screening and remote control using
Assistant Producer 3; and function buttons and parallel outputs for
remote control of delay and recorders.
For more information, contact Telos Systems in Cleveland at (216)
241-7225 or visit www.telos-systems.com.

The Flashman H portable recorder and codec from Mayah Communications
enables reporters to record while on the air, or record and transmit later over various
networks. Content transport is possible over IP/Ethernet or WiFi/WLAN, as well as
over UMTS/3G networks.
In addition to the MPEG-4 HE AACv2
algorithm, which allows the perceptive
transparent audio quality with low and very
low bit rates, Mayah offers Enhanced Low
Delay AAC (temporary name; a working
item of MPEG-4; implementation from
Coding Technologies) for the Flashman II.
The company says it provides amuch lower
delay at comparatively low bit rates. Both
algorithms are available along with other
algorithms such as G.711/G.722, MPEG
L2/L3 and AAC.
Additional highlights include a Li- Ion
battery, USB 2.0 interface, PCMCIA slot
for possible extensions and Web-based remote control for codec functionalities.
Mayah also offers the Sporty codec for reporters, which simultaneously records to
USB sticks or SD cards. It sends and receives audio signals over IP/Ethernet, including
such Internet access types as ADSL or SDSL, as well as over WiFi/WLAN or
UMTS/3G/3.5G.
Using SIP in addition to SDP/RTP and other IP protocols, Sporty establishes IPAudio connection to remote devices and can synchronize to the IP-Audio codecs of
other manufacturers provided their SIP/IP implementation is based on EBU draft
recommendations on Audio-over-IP, and their audio coding algorithms are standardconform.
Sporty's interface provides control over audio, transmission and storage parameters.
Additional highlights include a large display, control wheels, programmable function
soft-keys and anumeric keypad amended by the Web-based remote control.
For more information, contact Mayah Communications' distributor Lamar Systems
in Oklahoma at (918)770-0941 or visit www.mayah.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AcousticsFirst
2Z:888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

CRI Dynafex DX- 2 - $350.00 " as
is" plus shipping. Call Mike at
(704)
523-5555
or
e-mail
mraleyebbnradio.org
Symetrics
A-220
Stereo
Amplifier - $115.00 " as is" email
mraleygbbnradio.org for apicture
or Mike at ( 704) 523-5555

www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO SELL
Five ( 5) Belar RF amplifiers good
condition will let go " as is" for
$185.00 each.
Please contact
mraley@bbnradio.org
or call
(704) 523-5555 for pictures or
information
WANT TO SELL
Collector wants to buy old
vintage
speaker & amplifier,
McIntosh,
Marantz.
Electro
Voice, Jensen, Altec, Tannoy,
Fisher, Dynaco, Cash- pick up
773-339-9035
ANTENNAS/TOWERS
/CABLES

WANT TO BUY

EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track,
create shells, auto or announcer
assist mode, set intro and ending
cues, hit the vocal every time with
your voice tracks, execute exact
time events, join networks, and
more. The software is free, there
is a small duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.
CODECS
WANT TO SELL

I -877-766-2999
FM Radio antenna ERI 4- bay
tuned to 91.7 mHz with 130 ft. 15/8" transmission line, " as- is,
where- is" condition with no
expressed or implied warranty or
guarantee. Buyer responsible for
transporting from site in upstate
NY. Contact: Gail Wagner, Ithaca
College Purchasing, Ithaca, NY
(607) 274-1472.
Used Pi- Pod 240' X 18" facesolid core galvanized AM tower.
Includes base insulator, cables,
anchor rods. Asking $ 4,000. Call
Ralph Carlson, ( 801) 268-8181.
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS
AM & FM Tower Signs
ASR-Tower Registration
Standard & Custom signs
Guy Wire Protectors - Ant. Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalDemsn.com
Free Catalog
610-458-8418
WWW . anten na D.com

AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL
Urban Model 91006 — AM serial #
1822153 is in good condition will
sell " as is" for $375.00 plus S&H.
For
picture
please
contact
mraley@bbnradio.org
RTS Model 416 DA. Will let go
for $ 75.00 plus S7H. Please email mraley@bbnradio.org for
pictures and information.

MICROPHONES

MISCELLANEOUS

Telas Zephyr Xstream for sale.
Lightly used in perfect working
order, verified by expert engineer.
With original box, packing and
manual. $2500 plus shipping.
Contact: Jo at 336-669-0707

and Repair

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

AUTOMATION

Quality Workmanship

www.amgroundsystems.com

WANT TO BUY

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on- air lights.
call after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Reliable, On- time Installation

Ground System Evaluation

PROCESSING

Two ( 2) URBAN 8100 ( Vintage)
100% perfect condition. Please
email price which should include
shipping to Miami, FL to Juceli
Oliveira, judam@bol.com.br

WANT TO SELL

AM Ground Systems

LIMITERS/AUDIO

CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
Audio Arts Model PS 6040 power
supplies ( Audio Arts R-60). Will
let go for $ 200.00.
Please
contact mraley@bbnradio.org or
call ( 704) 523-5555 for information.
Four ( 4) Audio Arts R-60 manuals
for $ 20.00 each ( price includes
shipping).
E-mail mraley@bbnradio.org or call
(704)
523-5555
for
more
information.
LPB Blue 5c consoles — We've
got about ten of them in good
condition. We will let them go
"as is" for $500.00 each plus
S&H.
Contact Mike Raley at
(704)
523-5555
or
e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures.
COMPLETE
FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/SU/TRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL
1101
MON KOWntS » Li PM =CMS,
new & rebuik for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Five ( 5) Sensaphone 1100 Alarm
and remote monitoring units.
$75.00 each plus S&H. E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org
or call
(704) 523-5555 for information
McMartin MS- 25B Amplifier $15.00. e-mail mraley@bbnradio org
for
information
or
call
(704) 523-5555
Seven ( 7) bulk demagnitizers and
Four ( 4) wand demagnitizers. Sell
for $ 10.00
each.
E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org
Cablewave Systems pressurizer/
dehydrator APD-20 # 587122 $300.00 " as is" plus shipping.
E-mail mraley@bbnradio.org for
apicture.
WANT TO BUY
Collector want to buy: old vintage
pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone, mixing consoles,
amplifiers,
mic
preamps,
speakers, turntables.
EQ
working
or
not,
working
transformers ( UTC
Western
Electric), Fairchild. Western
Electric, Langevin, RCA, Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec.
Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
Equipment
Wanted:
old,
obsolete, or unused signal
processing,
recording,
and
playback equipment. Limiters,
preamps, EQ, mixing desks,
microphones, tape machines
(cassette and reel), etc. Donations
gladly accepted; asking prices
considered. 443-854-0725 or
ajkivi@gmailcom.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the 1920's
through the 1980's. For example
newscast, talk shows, music
shows, live band remotes, etc.
Stations like KGO, KFRC, KSFO,
KTAB, KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KOW, KRE, KTIM, KYA,
etc... Feel free to call me at 415383-6216 or you can email me at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

"You Know We Know Radio S

www.radioworld.com

Donations Needed
All Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations
need Equipment. Will offer tax
deduction letter. You determine
donation value. We will pay
shipping.
Equipment
shared
between three Wisconsin stations.
Looking for Mics, Mixers, field
equipment, etc. You name it.
Email: Dan@WIECradio.org

V

oft
The Leader in Broadcast
‘.-.....:"'"' Engineering Software
«4 ....re

Winner of the 2007 "Cool Stuff- Award!

MONITORS
WANT TO SELL
Three ( 3) sets of Belar RF
amplifiers,
Stereo
and
Modulation Monitors will sell " as
is" for $ 500.00 each.
Please
contact mraley@bbnradio.org or
call Mike ( 704) 523-5555 for
pictures and information.
Belar FMM-1 & FMS- 2 FM
Monitor and Stereo M.onitor.
Sold as a pair -$ 1000.00.
Call
David Hood 317-684-8123
PROGRAMMING
WANT TO SELL
Country Oldies Show, Steve
Warren hosts classic country hits
from 1960's to 1980's. Two hours
every week. mp3 download,
100% barter. Info/demo 800-8271722 www.countryoldies.com.
RECORDERS/PLAYERS
(PORTABLE/STUDIO)
WANT TO SELL
Sony MD JE 320 MD player.
Good condition. Will sell " as is"
for $ 75.00 plus S&H. E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org or call 704523-5555 for information.
REMOTE

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.
Q Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC,
ITU-R P.1546-1. and Okamura/Hata with Probe 3Te
Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMCommanderT"
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocation
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro 2TM
Q Plot STL paths over 30 terrain with Terrain- 3D

We have 16 Gentner VRC 2000
remote control units. Fail safe
device not included just the
remote control unit. Will sell " as
is" for $300.00 each plus S&H.
Please
contact
Mike
at
mraley@bbnradio.org for apicture
or more information.
Moseley PCL 6010/PCL 6020 950
MHZ. Composite Transmitter and
Receiver. $3000.00 - Call David
Hood 317-684-8123

MICROWAVE
WANT TO SELL

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs SR's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

STUDIOTRANSMITTER LINKS
(STL) AND RPU
WANT TO SELL
Mosley Lanlink 900 in excellent
condition 1-660-747-9191 - ask
for Greg Hassler
TAPES/CARTS/REELS
/CDs
WANT TO BUY

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL

&

TM

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available
www v- soft
) 743 -3684

1k full time AM for sale in
central New York with property
included
as
well
as
FM
translators in Bradenton, FL
and central
Florida.
Visit
www.bbnradio.org/sale
for
specifics.
NEW FM CP's for Western
college towns. Class Cl KRKV
covers Lamar to La Junta,
Colorado.
Class
C3
KVAR
reaches from Chadron to Gordon.
Nebraska. includes tower site.
Asking $ 250K each or $ 450K
for both. Contact Richard at
256-497-4502 or iwdabneayahoo.com.

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions
or
12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

I

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESSi
For
more information, call
ADVERTISE!
Claudia Van Veen
• at 703.998.7600, ext. 154.
or cvanveen@imaspub.com

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
Look no further, you're in the right place!

dizt4 Ulterld

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
Call today for current rates and • ea
703-998-7600, ext. 154

lines!
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

/ — grid

•Frequency Seau .hes and Coordination

C BI I

AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-L PTV
•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( Ilk)

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
651-784-7445

Fax (651) 784-7541

5844 Mainline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

si.

•SSOCIAtIS

C
DM.LAUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
.E0uSsal,SPOsOCAS,

AM, FM. TV coverage & Upgrades
Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering

FOR YOUR ENGINEERING NEEDS FOR THE FICE-FM
FALL 2007 RUNG WINDOW, CALL US!
•Field Services & Construction
•FCC Licensing & CF Applications
•Upgrade Studies & Technical Negotiations

Doug Vernier

PROMOTE

Telecommunication Consultants

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

your
PC

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

YOUR
BUSINESS!

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759
e-mail: linkesureom.com web: www.sureom.com

•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest Standards built-in

P
Vt. los anew: wen
www racloosolt.con.
101 Demotes! Sc. . E. Demme. GA -/ Cle. / 54-2/ 25

"Call me tor your studs
equipment needs"

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO ,

BR(MDC AST TECHNICAL CONSL IlAN TS

()penult)11 .AM/FNI/INVAl

John Lackness

X %mice',

Sales

210-275-2725

Held Wrirt: Antenna and

P.O.Rox 932 • Cibolo, TX 28108

Facilities Desisas
(lier cliyetirs erigineeritig
anti consulting experience
912 - 638 - 8028

ADVERTISE!

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

FASTER._
MOREACCURATERADIOCOVERAGE

Itill ScrViCr Froin Allocation to

90495hady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Mullaney
(
3011921 0115
Engineering. lttc.
u (3011590-9757
Umber MCC(
mullaneytarnultengr.com

ft

FROM STOCK

Clarence IL Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahi

P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-0077
Marlton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124
L www.comilitectlrf.corli

210 S. Main St., ThienSville, WI 53092 ( 262) 242-6000
ben@evansassoc.com
Member AFCCf

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FAII/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

FROM STOCK

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

»EVANS

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

Structural Analysis

FCC Applications and Field Engineering

info4rowleng.com

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

202-393-5133
www.g.rahambrock.com

For more
information, call

44121k

CD NI

IFIAI X

1\A

Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600,

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange prwides a FREE listing service 10t radio stations any All other end tsars will be : hargeo
This FREE service does not apply tc Employinern Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid ban. only
Send your listings to us by filling out h. tom below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again Thank you.

ext. 154.

Please print and include
all information:

Radio World.

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station
Address

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2007
1x

6x

13x

26x

32x

105

100

95

90

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $ 95

85

75

65

60

Distributor Directory

$ 135

130

125

120

115

$105

100

95

90

85

$ 200

170

145

123

105

1-9 col inch (per inch)

Professional Card
Station/Studi o Services
Classified Line Ad

$ 110

$ 2/word

City/State
Zip Code

—

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on
aper word or per inch basis.

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS CI WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price: _

radioworld.com Line ad $ 2/word
Blind Box Ad
Call Cl

$16 additional

wTS l.J WTB LI Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

udia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154 or e-mail:

cvanve en®imaspub.com to reserve space in the next issue.
Us• your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.radioworld.com

Prit:'
'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All list ngs aro run
for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

PO

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

BOX 1214, Falls Church. VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966
e-mail Cvanveenelmaspub.com
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New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at
our award winning facility in Woodland California!
Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high
quality power tube rebuilding.

TEST- METERINGMONITORING
WANT TO BUY
Potomac Field Intensity Meter
("FIM") models 21 and 41
(covering the AM band). Please
call with offer to sell. Richard
Biby, P.E. 540 882 4290 or email
rich@biby.net
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

S "You Know We Know Ratite

S

FREE to a good or bad home
Gates 8C- 1J 1000 Watt AM
transmitter tuned to 1270.
Located in Winnfield, LA — in
working order with Manualsmust be picked up. Call Tedd
Dumas 318-256-5924 or email
twdumasebellsouth.net
5kw Continental Transmitter for
$5,000 Firm. Buyer Picks Up 1984
Power Rock 315R - Larry Barker
606-598-2445 Or Cell 606-8131207. Leave AMessage.
FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999

60 Watt Low Power Transmitter
Used Twice Only 1,500. FirmBuyer
Picks
Up.
WKLB,
Manchester, Ky. 40962. Larry
Barker 606-598-2445 Or Cell 606813-1207. Leave AMessage.
Moseley PCL 600 Aural SIL
xmit/rcv at 944.500 mhz. Serial
#52043R & 520241. Will sell " as
is" for $ 1500.00. Please contact
Mike at mraley@bbnradio.org for
information and pictures.
Marti SIL/R-10 at 948.875 mhz.
Serial #347 will let go "as is" for
$895.00 plus S&H. Please contact
Mike at mraley@bbnradio.org for
information.
Two (
2) Moseley PCL 6010/6020
SIL xmit/rcv at 947.000 mhz and
950mhz. Will sell " as is" for
$2000.00 per set plus S&H.
Please
contact
Mike
at
mraley@bbnradio.org for more
information.
Two (
2) TFT 8300/8301 SIL
xmit/rcv tuned to 949.0 and
946.00mhz. Serial # are 3198/314-8 and # 980708801. Will
sell " as is" for $ 1500.00 each plus
S&H. Please contact Mike at
mraley@bbnradio.org
for
information and photographs.
Used C1E1 FMQ 10000 in fair
condition. This is a three phase
transmitter with a bad IPA and
combiner that will make about 95%
power with 0E1 600w amplifier.
Willing to let this 12 year old
transmitter go for $3095.00 but
buyer must arrange pick up and
shipping from Charlotte, NC.
Contact Mike Raley at (704) 523-5555
or e-mail mraley@bbnradio.org for
more information. Serial number is
ST1OKW054.

Motorola Two Way transmitter
removed from service due to
breach of lease agreement
(company
went
bankrupt).
Cannot find much information but
if you are interested please send
an e-mail to mraleyeebbnradio.org
Collins 20V-2 500/1000 Watt AM
Broadcast Transmitter, been on
the air since November 1958.
Good condition. Buyer must pick
up in Lafayette, TN. We will not

TUBES & COMPONENTS

FOR THE BEST POUCE
402493 1886
www.goodricherireirprues.ccen.

Saga Communications seeks aChief Engineer in Charlottesville,
Virginia. We require that you have aminimum of 5years experience
in Broadcast Engineering AF, RF, and IT in order to manage and care
for our 3FM and 2AM stations. FCC and SBE certifications aplus;
Resume, salary requirements and references for consideration to
Renee Quesenberry, General Manager — Charlottesville Radio
Group, 1140 Rose Hill Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22903.
Saga Communications, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Outgoing
and
creative
professional,
strives
for
perfection, knack for copywriting,
and passion for digital editing.
Contact Maria Vu, 901-490-5792;
mariavu@gmaitcom

Talented Producer, Announcer,
Voiceover Stylist & Talk Show
Host is looking to share her talent
with you! Call Shelundia today
and let's get started tomorrow!
469-233-0924

Tubes

ADVERTISE!

NEW & REBUILT

For more information, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600, ext. 154.

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

Reach Broadcast Professlonals1

-dir

Energy Onix Legend Transmitter
1500C Solid State Transmitter in
excellent condition 1-660-7479191 -ask for Greg Hassler

WANT TO BUY
67 kHz ( SCA Channel 1) Used or
repairable
(
with manuals if
available) — call John 517-316-5307
AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches, AM
Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

Are you asmall market station
needing a good nuts & bolts
engineer in the LA area?
Iwill
make your station shine! CET,
fully FCC Licensed. Available for
Full/Part-time/Contract
work.
Available immediately. Mitchell
Rakoff,
917-324-8466
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
Extremely knowledgeable and
articulate racing writer/talk show
host Adam Amick is available for
shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out www.bleacherreport.com
or www.rubbinsracingshow.com
for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com

SPACLE Lti)

AVAILAILI

Pro-Tek®

»di EEV

SVETLANA
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USA DISTRIBUTOR
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ship. Contact Randy Swatter at
615-666-2169
or
email
rswaffer@nctc.com
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deadlines, call Claudia Van Veen at
1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

ACP"
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For more information, including rates &

Fq 0 .,

To Order:
1-800-881-2374

Buying used equipment?

Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill, FL 34609
3089

Selling used equipment?

IN
THE RIGHI.
PLACE'
1(01J IRE

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

(fle 211:1

352-688-2374

BEST SERVICE

Fax 352-683-9595

Websile: Ilvm.dasdcelectronics.tom

Lw.

RF PARTS» CO.
Se Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

For more information.
call Claudia Van Veen at

737-2787

703-998-7600 ext. 154

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com

ADVERTISE!
For more information, call Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600, ext. 154. or cyanyeen@imaspub.com

Serving the Broadcast industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
1 KW
1.5 KW
2 KW
3.5 KW
5 KW
7+ KW Digital
7+ KW
10 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
50 KW

2.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
10 KW
50 KW

2007
Crown FM1000E
1983
BE FM 1.5A
2007
Crown FM2000E
1986
Harris HT 3.5
1987
Harris FM5K1
2005
Harris Z16 HDS IBOC
2002
Harris Z16 160C
2001
Henry 10,000D-95
1985
Harris FM2OK
1989 (1E1FMO 20,0008
1989
Continental 816R-3B
1990
Continental 816R-3B
1989
BE FM30A
1982
Harris Combiner w/auto
exciter-transmitter switcher
Used AM
1986
1974
1982
1987
1985
1990
1985

Transmitter;
Harris SX2.5A
Continental 315F
Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Continental 316F
Harris DX10
Continental 317C2

Exciters
Used 2004 Harris DIGIT 2nd Generation
'New' 20w 8, 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB 8, Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
Used TV Transmitter;
1KW UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28
Used Miss. Equipment
Altronics 20KW Air Cooled Load
Denon 72OR cassette NEW
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase
Please visit our website, Intamtv.com, for the
most current current listings.

To advertise, call Claudia

www.radioworld.com

out
.sr
oci(

Outside US. (352)688-2374
Se Habla Español

POSITIONS WANTED
C. E.
position
wanted:
Experienced with computers,
transmitters,
H.D. transmitters,
automations,
digital studios.
Robert King, Call: ( 915) 581-2979.

An International Distributor of RF Components

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS!

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

C Electronics

D

& 24 Hr service on tronsmitting tubes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. ut
day
or
night,

at 703-998-7600,

800-441 - 8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1- 215-938-7361

ext. 154.

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com
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•READER'S
Sergeant Identified
There is an article about the AFN in
the May 23 issue ("AFN, The Vanished
Shooting Star"). At the bottom of page
27 there is a picture captioned,
"Unknown sergeant from the war
years."

Sgt. William ( Bill) Atwood, described
by a former colleague as 'a terrific
guy and a damned good engineer'
His name is Sergeant William (Bill)
Atwood. Iserved with him in the mid1950s at Fort Gordon, Ga. He was near
retirement age and Iwas 21. We were
working at the television branch making Army training films for the Signal
Corps, and on our off- duty time we
worked for WAUG(FM) in Augusta,
Ga. He was an announcer and Idid
some engineering.
Thank you for the article.
Bob Brigham
Montrose, Pa.

From the Author
Among the e- mails Ireceived in
response to my article on the almost
total absence of AFN recordings from

radioworld.com

OPINION

Pass It On
The feature on AFN in the U.K. during WWII was very interesting. Iam
writing to request permission to republish it in a forthcoming issue of
Medium Wave News.
Medium Wave News is the journal
of the
Medium
Wave
Circle
(www.mwcircle.org), a not- for-profit
radio club that was founded over 50
years ago in England. We now have
members all over Europe and quite a
few further afield. [ Readers] can download a free sample copy of Medium
Wave News from our Web site.
I'm sure this article will be of considerable interest to our members in
general, but Ialso have an ulterior
motive. We have some members who

One would have thought at least AFN's

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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Bext, Inc
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Bradley Broadcast

— Patrick Morley
were involved in radio during WWII
and the article and images may jog
some memories and unearth archived
material. Iknow that at least one member has notes and possibly some memorabilia relating to AFN and CFN
radio in England.
Ihope you'll look upon this request
favorably.
Steve Whitt
General Editor
Medium Wave News
Luton, England
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The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say
eil love Radio World. It keeps me updated
on what's going on in the broadcasting
community, and RWEE is agreat addition

the war years, perhaps the one that
most hit the nail on the head was one
from Trent Christman, himself an exAFNer and the author of "Brass Button
Broadcasters," the story of 50 years of
military broadcasting.
Trent makes two telling points.
First, during the war aluminum was
in short supply and the government
decided it was better used in aircraft
production rather than as the base for
acetate recording blanks. Glass was
used instead and surviving unbroken

WEB SITE URL

www.altronic.com

21

opening broadcast and final close down from
London would have been kept for the archives.

45
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recordings are rare indeed.
Second, when an acetate recording
was made there was agood chance the
DJ would lift it for his own personal
use.
Even so, one would have thought
that at least AFN's opening broadcast
and the final close down from London
would have been kept for the archives.
The e- mails Igot solved one mystery: the name of the unknown sergeant
whose photo Igave Radio World.
He was not in fact awartime AFNer
but from the post-war years. Master
Sgt. Bill Atwood served in Frankfurt
and Nuremberg from 1955 to 1959. He
presented two popular shows,
"Stickbuddy Jamboree" and "Hillbilly
Gasthaus." One of his former colleagues describes him as "aterrific guy
and adamned good engineer."
Ihad hoped the article might turn up
some news of AFN's two most popular
DJs, Johnny Kerr and George
Monaghan, but sadly there was no
word of either.
As Isaid in my article, AFN is still
on the air on both television and radio.
Anyone wanting to know more can
find out plenty from AFN's own Web
site, www.afneurope.net.
Patrick Morley
Somerset, England

I Radio World

to the family.

55

George Evans
Director of Technkal Operations
WFUV(FM), New York
Apercentage of proceeds from the sale of the Heil Pink Pearl PR 20
benefits the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation.

www.tieline.com
www.translantech.com
www.vorsis.com
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OPINION

Further complicating things, the Senate Commerce Committee
It's timely that afederal court has called into question part of the
as we write actually was considering abill introduced by
FCC's indecency policy.
Democratic Sens. John Rockefeller, W.Va., and Mark Pryor, Ark.,
In June, an appeals court overturned aruling against the Fox
and co-sponsored by committee Chairman Daniel Inouye, DTelevision Network, saying the commission's "fleeting expletive"
Hawaii and Vice Chairman Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, to require the
policy was arbitrary and capricious. The court also included disFCC to maintain its policy that the broadcast of asingle word or
cussion of constitutional flaws in commission policy; this was seen
by anumber of observers, including RW, as an effort to send a image may be considered indecent.
Members of Congress are supposed to defend the Constitution,
clear signal to the FCC about serious infirmities in its policy.
not cave in to special interests with lots of campaign money. It's
The court rejected the FCC's policy imposing liability for the
time to put an end to the notion that the FCC can or should play
airing of aquick expletive or two. For three decades the commisthe role of "Indecency Nanny" for all of us (though we're not parsion had exonerated single, fleeting expletives. However it now
ticularly hopeful, given the record of Congress).
flat-out prohibits the "F" and "S" words, finding them presumpSeparately, though it had been almost ayear since President
tively offensive, and has reserved the right to go after other words
Bush signed legislation raising fines for indecency to $325,000 per
or expressions.
occurrence, the FCC only recently adopted rules to implement
What really need to go are indecency rules themselves. They
those fines.
are aresponse to pressure groups who claim to support market
That timing is ironic, since the threat of big fines could be seen
forces as the best regulation but then go running to government
as
blunted by the court's rejection of the fleeting expletive policy.
when they don't like the outcome.
The court's ruling technically does not conflict with increased fine
Regardless of how you feel about Don brim, the public spoke
up in his case. Advertisers and networks got the message and a levels; in fact, the commission could impose big fines for awide
range of "indecent" broadcasting that arguably does not fall into
change was effected without intervention from the FCC.
the "fleeting expletive" category; but it will be interesting to see if
Chairman Kevin Martin feels it's his job to "protect families
and how the commission decides to impose the larger fines while
from that kind of language" Thanks, but we know how to change
various aspects of its indecency regime remain under review.
the channel and where the "off" button is. As Fox's Scott Grogin
That's another reason to call into question enforcement of the
said, "Viewers should be allowed to determine for themselves and
commission's indecency policies. What we really need right now
their families, through the many parental control technologies
is not extra large fines for brief utterances but aserious Washington
available, what is appropriate viewing for their homer
debate about free speech and the inconsistent way it is protected.
The FCC was not created to regulate content. Broadcasters are
As Ambassador Ogden Reid told broadcaster Bill
right to push back on attempts to curtail such freedoms.
O'Shaughnessy in aradio interview in 2006, "Idon't like to see
The commission faces several choices. It can accept the court's
speech circumscribed in any way, shape or form.... I'd rather have
remand and try (again) to justify its policy; seek arehearing from
free speech up or down with alittle obscenity, than lose free
the same judges or before all judges of the court; appeal to the
speech altogether."
Supreme Court; or accept the decision and revert to its former poli— RW
cy, which is in effect now.
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Rep to Protect
Irecently read the article in Radio World
regarding KKOL ("KKOL Fights to Keep
Transmitter Site:' June 20). It is hard to
understand how Hatfield and Dawson could
take this case after representing broadcasters
over many years.
As the owner of high-powered stations in
Central Florida, we have not heard of issues
regarding RF causing sparks miles from the
transmitter site. As avery competent engineering consulting firm, Icannot help but
believe that this would be acase that H&D
would avoid. Especially after representing an
industry that has helped make the company
the success it is today.
Salem is avery experienced company
when it comes to building high-powered
radio stations. Iam sure that it would do
whatever it takes to resolve matters concerning engineering issues. This looks to be an
extraordinary case to hurt abroadcaster.
Sounds like alot of questions about what
could happen, but no evidence on what has
happened regarding sparks at U.S. Oil.
Ido not know what the outcome of this
will be, however Ido know that H&D's reputation with broadcasters is now tainted.
Bruce Maduri
President/CEO
Genesis Communications Radio
Broadcast Group
Atlanta

Bring Out the
Big Guns
Paul, your editorial about HD Radio's
lack of marketing was right on (" HD

paid my dues with the wireless carrier in
doing RF engineering, site surveying, facility
planning and construction at literally hundreds of wireless sites in the New York City
and Philadelphia markets.
What disturbed me was to see the satellite
repeaters on rooftops in metropolitan areas.
One of the initial justifications for satellite
distribution was to provide audio services to
areas that did not have reliable local service.
Once the systems were up and running, the
satellite groups complained that their signals
could not get into the canyons of New York
The lack of interest in RF ("Contract
City. This certainly was no surprise to anyEngineers Upbeat About Business," June 6)
one who tries to use GPS in the canyons.
is probably due to the fact that many young
At the same time, commercial broadcastpotential technologists don't get an opportuers had no way of filling in signals in areas
nity to work with RE In the past, amateur
where there were serious reception probradio provided an initial experience and
lems. Broadcasters had to "live with it:' The
training with it. Today, more and more houscommission was far too generous in allowing developments prohibit amateur radio
ing Sirius and XM to operate terrestrial
antennas and amateur radio operation.
repeaters.
The radio field has to invent a new
By the way, for the past 12 years Ialso
method for introducing young people to
have been the co-owner of an AM station in
radio technology and providing apositive
atop 10 market. Hence, your article got my
hands-on experience.
attention.
Nickolaus E. Leggett
Now comes this suggestion from Jim
Reston, Va.
Withers. Three cheers for Jim!
Rather than let this issue die, Iencourage
Radio World to carry this recommendation
to the commission as aNotice of Inquiry
with the hope that it develops into aRule
Paul, after what seems like years where
Making favoring AM broadcasters. Iam
Radio World appeared to take aposition in
sure that with just areasonable effort on your
favor of satellite and against terrestrial broadpart there will be agroundswell of affirmacasters, your editorial ("Give Sat Translators
tive and constructive comments from broadto Stations," June 6) is truly an about-face.
casters, especially (as you state) AM broadYou are to be commended in sharing this
casters.
proposal to your readership.
Please use Radio World to keep this critiAfter 33 years in broadcasting (engineercal issue before broadcasters until it begins
ing, station management and network
to take on alife of its own.
regional management) Iinvested the last 10
Art Thompson
years — before retirement — doing RF
Wesffield, N.J.
engineering with awireless carrier, Sprint. I

Marketing: Time to Go 'Big-League:" June
20). Could not have been said any better.
Sad to say, but HD Radio is blowing it. It
should have met or surpassed satellite radio
by now, in my opinion.
Thanks for awell-written piece.
Frank Foti
Cleveland

No Room for RF

About-Face
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Tfil2D-75N Con7).1121JUTI-1
OUR DIGITAL D75 N is afull-featured standalone mixing coisole that can also be
seamlessly integrated into the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK along with other D- 75N
consoles. Designed specifically for the broadcast industry, the D- 75N is intended for on- air End
production applications that demand a lot of function and performance. It's got all the
features you need: four stereo program busses, dual caller Superphone module, line selector
modules, control room and studio modules, plus additional accessory positions.
The D- 75N gives you the benefits of both standalone and networked architectures—the
console has both independent faders for " local sources" and six networked faders capable pf
accessing designated sources and mixes throughout your system. Single CAT- 5cables conne:t
all studios to your central rackroom, eliminating the need for costly multi- pair wiring between
rooms and making installation and expansion fast and easy.
SHARE RESOURCES and MIXES from studio- to-studio or throuçhout your entire facility.
In addition to your networked consoles, you can also link up multiple IOC INPUT & OUTPUT
CENTERS and further expand your Audioarts network to accommodate existing and future
sources and format changes.
With the AUDIOARTS D75N and the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NE - WORK there's a new easy
way to link your studios together— and still stay within budget. Visit our vvebsite and learn
more today!

ge
AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
Copyright 0 2007 by Wheatstone Corporation

•ales@wheatstone.com Itel 252-638-7000 Iwww.audioarts.net

Condition
your

ignal
with the New Vorsis

HD- P3

A four- band parametric equalizer feeding athree- band limiter
with adjustable crossover points, ACC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD- P3 includes avariable
de-esser, an expander and dual digital outputs ( one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and asignal de-correlator to op:imize bass content. All this controlled
by an etherne: protocol computer irterface that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations.

Foc:
Processiig for your new HD signal, . mproving your existing FM
or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
astandalone HD processor or arealtime DJ monitor feed— and
finally— a KIL_ER studio production tool.

"PERFORMANCE

WITH

OVERDRIVE"
It's

,V0/7.575-
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What's

a division of Wheatstone

Next
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Processing

Copyright 0 2007 by Wheatstone Corporation

